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ABSTRACT
MicroRNA (miRNA) is a class of small non-coding RNAs that are encoded in genomes.
The discovery of miRNAs is one of the biggest breakthrough in molecular biology in the last
decade. MiRNAs have been viewed by many to form an extra regulatory layer for gene expres-
sion. However, the functional role of miRNAs in the cell and the evolutionary role of miRNAs
in species are still not well understood. In this study, we integrated the phylogeny, expression
and targeting information of miRNAs to understand their functional and evolutionary roles,
with an emphasis on human miRNAs. The first part of our study is to classify miRNAs by
their conservational levels. We designed a bootstrap-based analysis pipeline to identify phylo-
genetically related miRNAs and classify them into different conservational categories based on
the presence of their homologs in species. We found that miRNAs of different conservational
levels differ significantly in their expression, targeting and evolution. More conserved miRNAs
are usually expressed more abundantly in more tissues, target more genes and are less likely
to change in sequence than less conserved miRNAs. In the second part, we designed the mea-
sure of the apparent repression effectiveness (ARE) of the epistatic effects of miRNAs on the
expression of their target genes. We found that more conserved miRNAs also have stronger
ARE over their target genes. This reflected a trend in the functional evolution of miRNAs to
establish stronger epistatic control over the expression of their target genes. In the third part,
we studied the contribution of miRNAs to the evolution of tissue complexity. We proposed two
contradictory models differentiating the possible mechanisms of the involvement of miRNAs in
tissue complexity and evaluated the models with phylogeny, expression and targeting data of
human genes and miRNAs. Our study showed that miRNAs are likely to have important roles
in the initial establishment of new tissue identities. However, miRNA-mediated regulations
xiv
may be replaced gradually by endogenous mechanisms in a process we defined as “burn-in.” As
the result, in most current tissues, miRNAs may just have secondary maintenance roles in gene
regulation. In the fourth part, we studied the evolvability of miRNAs by simulated evolution.
It is much easier to predict miRNA targets by sequence than to predict protein-protein inter-
action by sequence. In this regard, miRNAs can be used as model systems for hard evolution
problems. We explored the fitness space of miRNA sequences defined by the expression profiles
of potential target genes. Our results suggested that the balance of a “selfish” force driving
miRNAs to target more genes and a selective force against targeting highly expressed or vital
genes may result in the exhaustion of evolvability of miRNAs in evolution. In general, our
studies showed that miRNAs have unique functional and evolutionary roles, and have great
potential for application and theoretical studies.
1Chapter1. Introduction
1.1 Background
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small RNAs about 22nt in length that are encoded in genomes.
The discovery of miRNAs is one of the major breakthroughs in molecular biology in the last
decade. MiRNAs specifically down-regulate the expression of target genes by pairing with
complementary sequences (miRNA target sites) on mRNAs. MiRNA-mediated regulation,
together with other small RNA mediated regulations, has been viewed as an additional layer
of gene regulation in the cell and a supplement to the central dogma of molecular biology.
MiRNA-mediated repression of target genes differs from conventional regulation mediated
by protein factors in many aspects. First, one miRNA often regulate hundreds of target genes,
as partial complementary between miRNA sequences and target sites is sufficient for interaction.
Second, miRNAs often act as attenuators rather than on-off switches on gene expression. Third,
the link between miRNAs and their target genes is poorly conserved between species, while
many of the miRNAs are highly conserved among species. To date, the functional role of
miRNAs in the cell and evolutionary role of miRNAs in species is still poorly understood,
which are also the focus of our studies.
1.2 Review of literature
Here we first make a brief review of miRNA studies and the recent developments in this
field that lead to this study.
21.2.1 miRNA - discovery and presence in genomes
MiRNA-mediated regulation is a special case of RNA interference (RNAi). Anti-sense RNAs
have already been used for decades to specifically silence gene expression for developmental
studies in organisms such as C. elegans and X. laevis (Izant and Weintraub, 1984) before its
underlying mechanism was seriously questioned. The finding that some sense RNAs had the
same power in silencing gene expression (Guo and Kemphues, 1995a) could not be explained by
any known mechanisms at the time. Further pursuit of this issue led to the brilliant discovery
by Fire and Mello (Fire et al., 1998a) showing that RNAi is actually triggered by double strand
RNAs (dsRNA). The outline of the underlying mechanism of RNAi was quickly established
in the following years (Filipowicz, 2005a; Montgomery, 2006a). Briefly, dsRNAs are cleaved
by Dicer into fragments of approximately 23 nucleotides (small interfering RNA, siRNA). The
fragments are then recruited by the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC), and the anti-sense
strand of the fragments was used as the template to target and cleave cognate transcripts.
At about the same time, another line of experiments led to the discovery of microRNAs
(miRNA). The first miRNA identified is lin-4 in C. elegans (Lee et al., 1993a). It was found
that the lin-4 locus which regulates lin-14 and lin-28 to control the timing of larva development
in C. elegans encodes an RNA instead of a protein (Ambros, 2004a). The discovery did not
gain deserved attention until the second miRNA in C. elegans, let-7, was discovered (Reinhart
et al., 2000a; Slack et al., 2000). It was found that let-7, which also encodes a small RNA,
regulates lin-41 and several other genes that are involved in larva development. Unlike lin-4,
homologs of let-7 were identified in other species, including D. melanogaster, H. sapiens and
other species (Pasquinelli et al., 2000b). Initially, as both lin-4 and let-7 regulate the timing
of larva development, they were termed as small temporal RNAs (stRNAs). As the function
of the subsequently discovered miRNAs is not limited to developmental processes, the more
common name “microRNA” is used for these small miRNAs (Bartel and Chen, 2004a).
Currently, miRNAs have been found in animals, plants, green algae and viruses. The public
database miRBase (Griffiths-Jones et al., 2008) have miRNAs from 115 species in their current
release (Release 14), including 66 from metazoan animals. Most miRNAs are first cloned in
3model species such as human, mouse, chicken, fish, fruit fly and worm, and computationally
predicted in other species. However, with the advent of high-throughput sequencing (Esquela-
Kerscher and Slack, 2004a), it has been progressively easier to carry out deep sequencing for
miRNAs in all species. Over 400 miRNAs are confidently identified in human (Bartel, 2009),
representing 1-2% of encoded genes in the human genome. Animal and plant miRNAs share no
homology, and are believed to have evolved independently (Axtell and Bowman, 2008). It has
been supposed that miRNAs may only exist in multi-cellular organisms. However, miRNAs
were also later found in green algae C. reinhardtii (Molnár et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2007), even
though no similarity was found between these miRNAs and their animal or plant counterparts.
No miRNAs are currently found in yeast and bacteria.
1.2.2 miRNA - biogenesis and mode of regulation
The biogenesis processes of miRNAs share great similarity to those of siRNAs, but are
triggered by dsRNA formed from one transcript (hairpin) instead of two. Current knowledge of
miRNA biogenesis is well summarized in several recent reviews (Bartel and Chen, 2004a; Bartel,
2009; Bushati and Cohen, 2007; Filipowicz et al., 2008). Briefly, miRNAs (sometimes multiple
miRNAs in tandem order) are first transcribed into pri-miRNAs, which are then processed
into individual pre-miRNA by Drosha/DGCR8 (in animals). In animals, the pre-miRNAs are
exported into the cytoplasm by Exportin5. Dicer chops an approximate 22nt dsRNA fragment
from the stem of pre-miRNA to form the miRNA-miRNA* duplex. The dsRNA fragment
combines with RISC, and one of the two strands (the lead strand) will be used as the template
to silence target genes. Much of the processing of pre-miRNAs overlaps with that of the
siRNAs. Some miRNAs are produced differently through the “mirtron” pathway, in which
miRNAs are directly produced from de-branching of intron lariats (byproducts from intron
processing) (Okamura et al., 2007; Ruby et al., 2007).
MiRNAs exert their repression effects by base-pairing to target sites on mRNAs. Plant
miRNAs usually pair to their target sites (mostly in coding region) with extensive complemen-
tarity, which result in degradation of the mRNAs (reviewed by Voinnet (2009)). In animals,
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in the “seed” region (base 2-8 from the 5’ end of mature miRNA) is often required (reviewed
by Bartel (2009); Brodersen and Voinnet (2009)). It was believed that animal miRNAs prefer-
entially target sites in the 3’ UTR region. However, recent reports have shown that miRNAs
may also target coding sequences (Duursma et al., 2008; Lal et al., 2008; Shen et al., 2008; Tay
et al., 2008). Meanwhile, in animals, miRNA binding can lead to either translation repression
or mRNA degradation. It was found that the perfectness of base-pairing in the dsRNA deter-
mines the formation of the RISC, which in turn determines the mode of repression (Steiner
et al., 2007). When the complementarity between miRNA and target sequences is high, the
mode of repression is close to RNAi which results in degradation of the mRNA. In this case,
AGO2 (Argonaute protein 2 in mammals, RDE1 in C. elegans) is recruited into RISC. If the
complementarity is low, the mode of repression is translation inhibition. In this case, AGO1
and AGO4 (ALG1 and ALG2 in C.elegans) are recruited into RISC. Translation repression can
happen at all steps in the translation process, including initiation, elongation and termination.
There are also many reports of exceptions to the rules and the biochemical details of many of
the mechanisms are still under study (see review by Chekulaeva and Filipowicz (2009)).
1.2.3 miRNA - involvements in development and diseases
MiRNAs have been found to regulate many developmental processes. In fact, they were
initially considered to be specific regulators of embryogenesis, as the first two miRNAs iden-
tified, lin-4 and let-7, were all found to regulate the progress of embryonic stages. Although
we know now that the function of miRNAs is more general, many of the most well known
examples of miRNA-mediated regulations are still from developmental studies. One exam-
ple is the involvement of miRNAs in the Hox network (Yekta et al., 2008). Hox genes exist
in genomes as tandem clusters (numbering 1 to 13 in mouse for example) and control the
anterior-posterior axis formation. Higher number Hox genes controls the development of more
posterior somites. The higher number Hox genes are also positioned upstream of lower num-
ber Hox genes and repress their expression, which is “posterior prevalence”. Members of the
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downstream (Hornstein et al., 2005). Members of mir-10 family are positioned upstream of
Hox4 and regulate both downstream and upstream Hox genes (Woltering and Durston, 2008).
It is believed that miRNAs act as a reinforcing and fail-safe mechanism contributing to the
establishment of “posterior prevalence.” It has been suggested that one of the major functional
role of miRNAs is to canalize development (Hornstein and Shomron, 2006). One example is the
regulation of muscle differentiation by mir-1 and mir-133. Mir-1 and mir-133 are expressed
in one transcript but have different effects on muscle differentiation. Mir-1 promotes muscle
differentiation by targeting HDAC4, while mir-133 represses muscle differentiation by targeting
serum response factors. Disruption of the balance between the two miRNAs by over-expression
of mir-1 resulted in abnormalities in differentiation of cardiocytes (Chen et al., 2006).
MiRNAs are also involved in cancer development. Many of the target genes of miRNAs
are tumor suppressors or oncogenes. One prominent example is the involvement of mir-15 and
mir-16 in chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) (Cimmino et al., 2005). CLL is characterized
by over-expression of the antiapoptotic B cell lymphoma 2 (BCL2) protein in malignant B
cells. MiR-15a and miR-16-1 are deleted or down-regulated in the majority of CLLs. It was
found that miR-15a and miR-16-1 target and negatively regulate BCL2. Another example is
the connection between let-7 and lung cancer. It was found that let-7 exerts tumor suppressor
activity by targeting RAS and MYC, which are oncogenes in lung cancer (Johnson et al., 2005;
Takamizawa et al., 2004). MiRNAs may also act as oncogenes. One example is the upregulated
expression of the miRNAs in the mir-17-92 cluster in small-cell lung cancer (Hayashita et al.,
2005).
The number of case studies of miRNAs in development and cancer is growing fast. In
addition, miRNAs are also found to regulate the immune system, stem cell differentiation and
aging. The progress has been well summarized in several recent reviews (Calin and Croce, 2006;
Carissimi et al., 2009; Christensen and Schratt, 2009; Dalmay, 2008; Hammond and Sharpless,
2008; Kuss and Chen, 2008; Sun and Tsao, 2008; Xiao and Rajewsky, 2009).
61.2.4 miRNA - target prediction
Target prediction is a critical issue for animal miRNAs. The complementarity between
animal miRNAs and target sites are usually partial, such that there are thousands of potential
target sites in the genomes. The challenge for computational prediction of miRNA targets is
to identify the target sites that are most likely to function.
Several principles have been generalized from known miRNA-target pairs. The first principle
is the requirement of perfect base pairing at the “seed” region, which is nucleotides 2-8 (or 2-7)
from the 5’ end of mature miRNA. It was found that target sites with perfect seed pairing tend
to be conserved in species and are deemed to be more reliable (Lewis et al., 2003, 2005). It
was also found that the 5’ region of miRNAs correspond to the seed region is most conserved
and most sensitive to mutations (Lai, 2002; Lai et al., 2005; Brennecke et al., 2005). It has
also been shown experimentally that seed pairing alone is sufficient to repress the target gene
at least in vitro (Farh et al., 2005). The underlying biochemical mechanism is that the seed
region is the part of miRNA that is repressed in RISC to pair with mRNA (Ameres et al.,
2007). Seed pairing can happen in several different forms, from 8mer, 7mer-m8, 7mer-A1 to
6mer, with different efficacy (Friedman et al., 2009).
The second rule is that the target sites that are conserved among species are more reliable
(Brennecke et al., 2005). The rule has been employed as a filter in many target prediction
analyses (Krek et al., 2005; Lall et al., 2006; Grimson et al., 2007). There are some discrepancies
in the definition of conserved sites. Some studies required the conserved sites to be aligned
in orthologous 3’UTRs (Farh et al., 2005), while it was argued that in more remotely related
species this might be too stringent (Rajewsky, 2006). While applying the conservation filter
to target sites increases the specificity of target prediction, some species-specific targets are
inevitably missed as the result. On the other hand, as a reverse application of the conservation
rule, conserved 3’ UTR motifs have been used to identify new miRNAs (Xie et al., 2005).
The third rule is that functional target sites should reduce the expression of the target genes.
Although it is believed that animal miRNAs mainly function by reducing protein expression,
there is growing evidence that miRNAs may influence the expression of target genes at the
7transcript level because of either mutual exclusive expression (Stark et al., 2005) or mRNA
decay or degradation (Wu and Belasco, 2008). As a result, several studies have used co-
expression data of miRNAs and target genes to improve target prediction (Huang et al., 2007;
Gennarino et al., 2009; Wang and Li, 2009).
Another rule is that animal miRNA target sites are most prominent in the 3’UTR region.
It was generally believed that due to the interference between the translation machinery and
the repression machinery, target sites in the coding region were not likely to be functional.
However, functional target sites have been found in the 5’UTR and coding sequences. For
example, it was found that mir-10a targets a large subset of ribosomal transcripts that process
5’TOP motif by having sites in the 5’UTR (Oerom et al., 2008). MiRNAs were also found to
regulate Nanog, Oct4 and Sox2 with target sites in the coding sequence (Tay et al., 2008). More
examples were summarized by several recent reviews (Axtell and Bowman, 2008; Brodersen and
Voinnet, 2009; Breving and Esquela-Kerscher, 2009). The generality of these findings awaits
further investigation.
Currently, the most popular target prediction tools include Miranda (John et al., 2004),
TargetScan (Lewis et al., 2005), PicTar (Krek et al., 2005) and RNA22 (Miranda et al., 2006).
These and several other methods have been summarized in several recent reviews (Bentwich,
2005; Rajewsky, 2006; Maziere and Enright, 2007; Bartel, 2009). Except for RNA22, all the
methods employ seed pairing with different stringency. The overlap between sets of predicted
sites by different methods is generally good, considering the difference in the sources of UTR
sequences and differences in the species used for the conservation filter.
1.2.5 miRNA - expression profiling
Expression profiling of miRNAs is important for understanding the functional role of miR-
NAs in normal and malignant tissues. Currently, a number of profiling methods have been es-
tablished, including miRNA cloning (or MiRAGE - miRNA serial analysis of gene expression),
northern blotting, RT-PCR, in-situ hybridization, microarray and high-throughput (HTP) se-
quencing (see reviews by Hafner et al. (2008); Kong et al. (2009); Li and Ruan (2009)).
8Cloning (or MiRAGE) is mainly used for identifying new miRNAs, but it has also been
used for profiling miRNA expression based on clone counts (Landgraf et al., 2007; Cummins
and Velculescu, 2006). Northern blotting (Sempere et al., 2004; Pall and Hamilton, 2008),
RT-PCR (Varkonyi-Gasic et al., 2007), and in-situ hybridization (Wienholds et al., 2005) are
used to detect the expression of known miRNAs in tissues, usually for individual case studies.
Microarray technologies (Krichevsky et al., 2003b), including bead based technologies (Lu et al.,
2005), have been used to profile miRNA expression as well. One issue for microarray based
profiling is that a substantial amount of RNA sample (usually 30µg) is needed for the assay,
so amplification by RT-PCR is usually required (Schmittgen et al., 2008). With the advance
in next-generation sequencing (Shendure and Ji, 2008), the technology has also been used to
profile miRNA expression coupled with cloning (Hafner et al., 2008; Creighton et al., 2009).
Currently, several set of miRNA expression data are publicly available. Landgraf et al.
(2007) profiled 340 human mature miRNAs (and 303 and 205 in mouse and rat) from 256 small
RNA libraries representing 26 organ or cell types in human and/or rodents, using the cloning
method. Using the RT-PCR method, Gaur et al. (2007) profiled 241 human miRNAs in 13
normal human tissues and 59 cell lines, and Lee et al. (2008) profiled 225 precursor and mature
miRNAs in 22 different human tissues and 37 cell lines. They also found that expression of
miRNAs, especially processing of mature miRNAs, is often disrupted in cancer cells.
1.2.6 miRNA - evolution
The existence of miRNAs raises new evolutionary questions, such as the origin of miRNAs,
their phylogenetic distribution in species, and their evolutionary role in species.
Compared to protein genes, it is generally believed that the birth and death of new miRNA
genes are more frequent in organisms (Fahlgren et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2008). A few models have
been proposed for the origin of miRNAs in evolution (Voinnet, 2009). One of the models is the
“inverted duplication of target gene” model (Allen et al., 2004). It was found that mir-161 and
mir-163 in A. thaliana have extensive sequence similarity to their target genes, which suggests
the possibility that the initial fold-back structure that evolved into these miRNAs may have
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trigger siRNA processing, but then get incorporated into the regulatory network as miRNAs
in evolution. Further analysis showed that the length of the hairpin stem influences the type of
DCL gene acting on the fold-back, and evolution of miRNAs may be associated with gradual
and overlapping changes in DCL usage (Vazquez et al., 2008). Other models of miRNA origin
include the “spontaneous evolution” model (de Felippes et al., 2008) and the “transposable
element” model (Piriyapongsa et al., 2007; Piriyapongsa and Jordan, 2008). All these models
agree that miRNAs evolved from some expressed fold-back structures, but differ in the origin
of the fold-back structure. Studies using deep sequencing have shown a large class of low-
expressed nonconserved miRNAs exist in both animal and plant organisms (Fahlgren et al.,
2007; Lu et al., 2008), which supports the hypothesis that miRNAs may evolved from randomly
expressed hairpin structures.
As stated earlier, miRNAs may have evolved independently in animals, plants and green
algae utilizing existing RNAi processing machinery. The phylogenetic distribution of miRNAs
in metazoan animals is a focus of our concern. Phylogenetic analyses have shown that not
only are miRNA families growing larger in evolution by having more paralogues (the let-7
family for example (Roush and Slack, 2008)), but new miRNA families are also continuously
added into species during evolution (Hertel et al., 2006; Sempere et al., 2006). Furthermore,
secondary loss of miRNAs is generally rare (Wheeler et al., 2009), meaning that, if a miRNA
exists in two species, all the species umbrella under the latest common ancestor of the two
species also have the miRNA in most cases. Meanwhile, the emergence of new miRNA families
was found to coincide with major evolutionary events, such as the emergence of multicellular
organism, vertebrates and mammals (Huang and Gu, 2007b; Gu et al., 2009). Based on a recent
release of miRBase, 32 novel miRNA families were acquired at the base of the protostomes and
deuterostomes, 40 were acquired at the base of vertebrates and 84 acquired at the base of
mammals (Peterson et al., 2009).
Many consider the uncanny pace in the addition of new miRNA in species to be a clear in-
dication of the involvement of miRNAs in the increase of tissue complexity in evolution (Kosik,
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2009; Peterson et al., 2009). However, to establish the linkage between miRNAs and tissue
complexity in evolution, there are still many conceptual problems to clarify. One central prob-
lem is that our knowledge of the functional role of miRNAs in the cell is incomplete. It has been
argued that noncoding-RNA-mediated regulation may offer subtle tuning of complex genetic
phenomena, such that the phenotypes of mutants in noncoding RNAs are mostly not explicit
(Mattick, 2009). This may explain why so few miRNAs have been identified in genetic screens.
Knockout experiments have also shown that most miRNAs are not essential for the viability
and development of C. elegans (Miska et al., 2007). One explanation of this lack of phenotypic
consequence in miRNA knockouts is that target genes may have a buffer range in their protein
level (Bartel, 2009), but it also implies that miRNAs may be just one of many regulatory fac-
tors controlling the expression of target genes. However, as many miRNAs are highly conserved
between very remotely related species, there should be strong selective constraints for miRNAs,
which contradicts the subtle phenotypes found in the mutants. Pleiotropy of miRNA-mediated
regulation may partially explain the high conservation in the sequence (Waxman and Peck,
1998). Another possible mechanism is that miRNAs may contribute to canalization of gene
expression in tissues and help to maintain tissue identity (Hornstein and Shomron, 2006; Wu
et al., 2009; Peterson et al., 2009).
1.3 Contributions
Although a lot has been learned about miRNAs in the last decade, our knowledge of two
fundamental problems of miRNAs is still very limited. One is the functional role of miRNA
in the cell, and the other is the evolutionary role of miRNAs in species. In my PhD studies,
we sought to address these two problems from a new entry point, with emphasis on human
miRNAs. We found that the repertoire of human miRNAs is made up of miRNAs of different
conservation levels. Bring in the factor of conservation level of miRNAs has greatly facilitated
our analysis of the expression, targeting and phylogeny information of miRNAs and brought
us insights of the functional and evolutionary roles of miRNAs.
First, we designed a heuristic algorithm to identify human miRNAs that are phylogenetically
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related. Instead of using arbitrary cutoffs, we identified miRNA families (phylogenetically
related miRNAs) based on dynamic cutoffs derived from known miRNA families. MiRNAs
are classified according to their distribution in species. We found that the emergence of new
miRNAs often coincides with major evolutionary events, such as the emergence of multicellular
organisms, the emergence of vertebrates and the emergence of mammals. Conserved miRNAs
are rarely lost in intermediate species, suggesting great functional importance of the miRNAs.
Second, with the classification of miRNAs by conservation levels, we further analyzed the
differences in expression, targeting and phylogeny of miRNAs in different conservation cate-
gories. We found the more conserved miRNAs have higher expression levels and target more
genes in general. Meanwhile, more conserved miRNAs also appeared to be more effective in re-
pressing the expression of target genes, at least at the transcript level. Meanwhile, we found an
obvious decreasing trend in the substitution rate in miRNAs over time. In general, our studies
suggest that the functional role of miRNAs in the cell is established gradually in evolution.
Third, we analyzed the regulation of miRNAs on genes emerging at different evolutionary
stages to study the influence of miRNAs on the increase in tissue complexity in evolution. We
proposed two contradictory models differentiating the possible mechanisms of the involvement
of miRNAs in the evolution of tissue complexity. In general, our result suggest that miRNAs
may have important roles in establishing new tissue identities in evolution. However, miRNA-
mediated regulation may be gradually replaced by more conventional regulatory mechanisms
in a type of“burn-in” process.
Fourth, we further analyzed the evolvability of miRNAs by simulated sequence evolution.
We found that there is a “selfish” tendency for miRNAs to control the regulation of more
genes. However, miRNAs mutants targeting more down-regulated genes also tend to target
more highly-expressed genes. Combination of these two forces may explain the exhaustion of
evolvability of miRNAs in evolution.
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1.4 Organization
Chapter 1 is the introduction. It includes a detailed literature review, and a brief summary
of the contribution of our study in this field.
Chapter 2 to 5 each correspond to a paper, either published or in preparation, that matches
the contributions we listed above.
Chapter 2, “A bootstrap based analysis pipeline for efficient classification of phylogeneti-
cally related animal microRNAs”, is modified based on our article published in the same name
in BMC Genomics (2007; 8: 66). We included an additional section to discuss the new devel-
opments based on the updated data.
Chapter 3, “Differences in apparent repression effectiveness among human microRNAs of
different conservational categories”, is based on a manuscript in preparation. In this study, we
analyzed the differences in expression, targeting and phylogeny of miRNAs of different conserva-
tional categories. In particular, we designed a measure of the apparent repression effectiveness
(ARE) of miRNAs on target genes that incorporates the expression and targeting information
of miRNAs and target genes. Our analysis showed that the evolution of the functional role of
miRNAs in the cell is a progress of establishing epistasis over target genes in evolution.
Chapter 4, “Modeling the role of microRNAs in the evolution of tissue complexity and
evaluation with expression, targeting and phylogeny data”, is based on a manuscript in prepa-
ration. In this study, we classified human gene based on their orthologs in metazoan species
and analyzed how they are regulated by miRNAs emerged at different evolutionary stages.
Our results showed that miRNAs may have contributed significantly to the increase of tissue
complexity in evolution.
Chapter 5, “An initial study of the evolvability of human microRNAs by simulated evolu-
tion”, is based on the work I presented in the Society of Molecular Biology and Evolution 2009
Annual meeting. A manuscript based this is also in preparation for publication.
Chapter 6 is a brief summary and future direction.
Other materials are listed in the Appendix and available online.
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Chapter2. A bootstrap based analysis pipeline for efficient classification of
phylogenetically related animal microRNAs
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Yong Huang and Xun Gu
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2.1 Abstract
Background: Phylogenetically related miRNAs (miRNA families) convey important infor-
mation of the function and evolution of miRNAs. Due to the special sequence features of
miRNAs, pair-wise sequence identity between miRNA precursors alone is often inadequate for
unequivocally judging the phylogenetic relationships between miRNAs. Most of the current
methods for miRNA classification rely heavily on manual inspection and lack measurements of
the reliability of the results.
Results: In this study, we designed an analysis pipeline (the Phylogeny-Bootstrap-Cluster
(PBC ) pipeline) to identify miRNA families based on branch stability in the bootstrap trees
derived from overlapping genome-wide miRNA sequence sets. We tested the PBC analysis
pipeline with the miRNAs from six animal species, H. sapiens, M. musculus, G. gallus, D.
rerio, D. melanogaster, and C. elegans. The resulting classification was compared with the
miRNA families defined in miRBase. The two classifications are largely consistent.
Conclusion: The PBC analysis pipeline is an efficient method for classifying large numbers
of heterogeneous miRNA sequences. It requires minimum human involvement and provides
measurements of the reliability of the classification results.
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2.2 Introduction
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small (~22 nucleotides) non-coding RNAs that have the ability
to repress the expression of target genes post-transcriptionally. Since the discovery of the first
two miRNA genes, lin-4 (Lee et al., 1993a; Wightman et al., 1993) and let-7 (Reinhart et al.,
2000a; Slack et al., 2000), much has been learned about the structure, biogenesis and function
of miRNAs (Ambros, 2004a; Bartel and Chen, 2004a; Lai, 2003). A growing number of miRNAs
have been found in animals, plants and viruses (Pfeffer et al., 2004; Reinhart et al., 2002). The
"miRBase" database (Griffiths-Jones et al., 2006) currently hosts 4039 miRNAs from 45 species
(Release 8.2).
Studies in plants(Allen et al., 2004), animals (Tanzer et al., 2005; Tanzer and Stadler, 2004),
and viruses (Pfeffer et al., 2004) have shown that the innovation of miRNAs is an ongoing
process (Hertel et al., 2006; Maher et al., 2006), which indicates that most miRNAs are of
different evolutionary origins. Some miRNAs, however, are also populated through local or
genome-wide duplication (Hertel et al., 2006; Bompfunewerer et al., 2005), and form miRNA
families. As the phylogenetically related miRNAs convey important information about the
function and evolution of miRNAs, a reliable classification of miRNA families is indispensable
for miRNA studies.
Some work has been done on classifying miRNA families. The nomenclature system for
miRNAs by "miRBase" (Griffiths-Jones, 2004) can be view as one of the earliest classifica-
tions. It classifies miRNAs with similar mature forms together and assigned them the same id
numbers. In recent releases of miRBase, a "miRNA family (miFam)" feature is present, which
clusters similar miRNA precursors together based on computational analysis and manual in-
spection. In a recent report by Hertel et al. (2006), the phylogenetic distribution of miRNAs
in 30 species was systematically studied. In that study, potential miRNAs in the species were
identified with BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990) and profile based methods (Legendre et al., 2005).
The phylogenetic analysis was based on pair-wise sequence identity between precursors, and
the significance of the sequence identity cutoff was evaluated with a z-score.
These studies have revealed important phylogenetic information about miRNAs. However,
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there are some underlying problems with the current methods. First, the mature forms of
miRNAs were often used as the classification criteria in the methods, intentionally or not. This
can decrease the sensitivity of finding paralogous miRNAs. Meanwhile, due to the short length
of the mature forms, false classification caused by convergent evolution is very likely to happen.
Second, since a fixed sequence identity cutoff value alone is inadequate to classify the miRNAs
(See additional file 1: Classification by BLAST), most of the current methods relied on manual
inspection to identify the families. This introduces a heavy human factor in the classification
process. Third, most of the current methods do not have a measurement of the reliability of
the classification results. The z-score used by Hertel et al. (2006) is no exception, because the
z-score is actually a measurement of the significance of a fixed sequence identity cutoff value
(a BLAST-like e-value could be directly derived from a z-score).
In this study, we designed a bootstrap based analysis pipeline (the Phylogeny-Bootstrap-
Cluster (PBC ) pipeline) to identify phylogenetically related miRNAs. In our method, the
families are identified based on branch stability in the bootstrap trees derived from overlapping
input sets of genome-wide miRNA precursor sequences. This approach is similar to the "nodal
stability" approach (Giribet, 2003) that has been used in phylogenetic tree inference. The dif-
ference is that we vary the input data set rather than multiple sequence alignment parameters.
A "Vote" algorithm was designed to automate the process of identifying and evaluating po-
tential families. The human involvement in the classification process was minimized, and the
reliability of each family was evaluated by its supporting levels from the bootstrap trees. We
tested the PBC analysis pipeline with the miRNAs from the six animal species, H. sapiens,
M. musculus, G. gallus, D. rerio, D. melanogaster, and C. elegans. The resulting classification
was compared with the miRNA families defined by miRBase. While the classifications were
largely consistent, our reliability measurement showed that a few new families can be supported
and several families in miRBase may not be supported. The PBC analysis pipeline offers an
efficient and objective method for classifying large amount of miRNAs.
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2.3 Results
2.3.1 Algorithm - the phylogeny-bootstrap-clustering (PBC) analysis pipeline
This method is base on the branch stability in the bootstrap trees derived from overlapping
input sets of genome-wide miRNA precursor sequences. For a set of miRNA sequences, we
can always perform a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) and build a bootstrap tree from the
alignment result. Due to the imperfectness of MSA, it is almost certain that some false classifi-
cations will happen. However, the true classifications are generally more robust to variations in
input sequences or alignment parameters of MSA than the false classifications (Giribet, 2003).
Based on this principle, we can add additional sequences to the original input sequence set of
the MSA, and generate a new bootstrap tree. The true families should be more stable and
are more likely to be intact under a branch of high bootstrap value in the new tree, while the
falsely classified families are more likely to be broken up in the new tree. If multiple new trees
are built with different additional sequences, the likelihood for a falsely classified family to be
intact in all the new trees decreases geometrically. In practice, for efficient classification of
large amount of miRNAs, the original input sequences and the additional input sequences can
be genome-wide collections of miRNAs.
Suppose we have n species whose miRNA information is available. Let Si denote the set
of miRNA precursor sequences in species i, and let Si + Sj denote the union of Si and Sj . In
the PBC analysis pipeline, we use the sequence sets (S1, S1 + S2, ..., S1 + Sn) as the input,
where S1 is the original input sequence set and S2, ..., Sn are different additional sequences.
MSA, neighbor-joining (NJ) tree building and bootstrapping are carried out for each input
sequence set, and n corresponding bootstrap trees are built (bTree1, ... bTreen), as is shown
in Figure 2.1. In these input sets, the S1 set of sequences appear in all the input sequence sets.
The addition of other sequence sets (S2, ..., Sn) to S1 introduces variations to the input of
MSA. From the bootstrap trees (bTree1, ... bTreen), we identify the branches with bootstrap
values above the family defining cutoff values and denote such branching nodes as the "family
defining nodes." If all the S1 leaves under such a branch are also clustered together under a
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"family defining node" in all the other trees, these leaves form a consensus family. The detailed
procedure of this step is encapsulated in the "Vote" algorithm described in the next section.
A consensus family may contain sequences from several species, but only the classification of
the S1 sequences is confirmed in this step. The reliability of the classification of a group of
S1 sequences in a family can be measured as the average of the bootstrap values of their best
common ancestors in n input trees.
2.3.2 The "Vote" algorithm
The "Vote" algorithm is the kernel of the PBC analysis pipeline. The input for the "Vote"
algorithm includes the set of bootstrap trees (bTree1, ... bTreen), the "family defining bootstrap
cutoff values" which are derived from well studied known families and are tree specific, and a
"evaluation bootstrap cutoff value" which is used to evaluate families defined in other trees.
Usually, the "family defining cutoff values" are set to be greater than the "evaluation cutoff
value".
The "Vote" algorithm (see Figure 2.2) is designed to identify families from the bootstrap
trees and get measurements of reliability of the identified families. Suppose S1 sequences form
the index, as is in the case of the first round of PBC. First, for each tree and from root down,
the branches with bootstrap value ≥ the family defining cutoff values are sought. The search
will not go inside a branch if the top node of the branch already has a bootstrap value above
the cutoff. The top nodes of these branches are the "family defining nodes." For each identified
branch, the S1 leaves in the branch form a testing set. Second, for each testing set, we can
obtain the bootstrap values of their Best Common Ancestor (BCA) in the input trees. The
BCA of a set of nodes in a bootstrap tree is defined to be the common ancestor with the
highest bootstrap value among all the common ancestors of the set of nodes (See Additional
File 2: Best common ancestor (BCA) in Appendix). Third, the reliability of a testing set is
evaluated by its BCA bootstrap values in the input trees. If the BCA bootstrap value is above
the evaluation cutoff value in a tree, the testing set is regarded as supported by that tree. If
a testing set is supported by enough input trees, it is deemed as confirmed (this is where the
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name "Vote" comes from). In practice, we request a testing set to be supported by n-1 trees,
allowing one exception. If a testing set is not confirmed, it is progressively broken down until
all its subsets are confirmed. Finally, all the confirmed sets are clustered into consensus families
using a single linkage clustering approach (Martinez and Martinez, 2005).
2.3.3 Testing- Classification of miRNAs from six animal species using the PBC
analysis pipeline
The input for the testing case were the miRNAs from six animal species, H. sapiens, M.
musculus, G. gallus, D. rerio, D. melanogaster, and C. elegans. These miRNAs cover most of the
experimentally identified miRNAs. S1 was set to be the human miRNAs and S2, ..., S6 were the
miRNAs from the other five species. MSA was carried out with CLUSTALW 1.83 (Thompson
et al., 1994). Neighbor-joining trees building and bootstrapping were carried out with Mega 3.1
(Kumar et al., 2001) using 1000 bootstrap replications and p-distance substitution model. The
family defining bootstrap cutoff values are tree-specific, and are set to be the smallest bootstrap
value of the reference miRNA families (let-7, mir-124, mir-17 and mir-1, see Additional File
3: Reference miRNA families) in each input tree. These reference families are well established
in the literature. The actual cutoff values were 84% for the "hsa" tree, 90% for the "hsa-mmu"
tree, 91% for the "hsa-gga" tree, 78% for the "hsa-dre" tree, 75% for the "hsa-dme" tree and
82% for the "hsa-cel" tree. The evaluation cutoff value is set to be 50%.
After the first round of the PBC analysis, we examined the composition of the consensus
families. For human miRNAs with same id numbers, only 2 are separated in the consensus
families, namely mir-92/mir-92b and mir-449/mir-449b, showing that most of the miRNA
families are robust to the variation in the input of the PBC pipeline. We further examined the
alignments for mir-92/92b and mir-449/449b. In both cases, the mature sequences had high
sequence identities while the hairpin sequences had low identities outside the mature parts.
The miRNAs in these cases are separated into different families, as they may be the results of
convergent evolution.
The confirmation set of sequences were deduced from the consensus families of the first
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Figure 2.1 The flowchart of the PBC pipeline
Figure 2.2 The vote algorithm
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round of PBC. The confirmation set includes the miRNAs from the other species that were
not classified with their human counterparts (having the same id numbers). There were 1
from mouse, 0 from chicken, 2 from fish, 5 from fly, and 3 from worm (including cel-lin-4 and
cel-lsy-6). The confirmation set also includes the non-human miRNAs that were classified in
a family with none of its human counterparts. There were 13 from mouse, 1 from chicken, 12
from fish (selected 3 from the dre-mir-430b miRNA cluster), 20 from fly, and 16 from worm.
A second round of PBC analysis was carried out. 42 of the miRNAs in the confirmation set
were confirmed and were patched back to the consensus families and the unconfirmed miRNAs
were kept out of the families. The resulting consensus families formed the classification of
phylogenetically related miRNAs with the human miRNAs as the index. The full list can be
found in Additional File 4: Full list of the families with human member. The supporting levels
of the human miRNAs in each family can be found in Additional File 5: Supporting levels of
the families.
2.3.4 The phylogenetic distribution of miRNAs
Based on the family composition, we categorized the miRNA families in the testing case into
categories I-IV. Category I contains miRNA families that have miRNAs from both mammals
and invertebrates. In addition, we demand that all the Category I families should have chicken
or fish miRNAs. Category II contains miRNA families that have miRNAs from both mammals
and non-mammal vertebrates. Category III contains miRNA families that have miRNAs from
mammals only. Category IV contains the miRNA families that have no mammal miRNAs.
The distribution is summarized in Table 2.1. An abbreviated list of the human miRNAs of
the families is shown in Table 2.2. It should be noted that worm or fly miRNAs are present
in eight families in category III. These families were put in category III because there were no
chicken or fish miRNAs in these families. These cases are likely to be the result of convergent
evolution or incomplete miRNA discovery in chicken and fish. Most of the human miRNAs in
these eight families are from a recent publication (Cummins et al., 2006).
Although the discovery of miRNAs is not comprehensive in species like chicken and fish, the
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Table 2.1 Distribution of miRNA families in different categories of conservation
Hsa Mmu Gga Dre Dme Cel
Category I 47(15) 47(15) 41(13) 72(14) 22(15) 6(6)
Category II 146(83) 134(76) 106(62) 197(75) - -
Category III 269(150) 177(137) - - - -
Category IV - - 5(3) 68(21) 55(38) 101(90)
phylogenetic distribution of the miRNA families still shows interesting trends. The majority of
the human miRNAs are conserved only in vertebrates. Among the human miRNAs, 47 are in
category I, 146 are in category II, and 269 are in category III. This shows that more than half of
the human miRNAs are conserved in mammals only, and the majority of the rest are vertebrate
only. Only a small portion of human miRNAs have invertebrate homologs. Mouse miRNAs
display a similar distribution. For the invertebrate miRNAs, the portion of miRNAs that are
conserved in vertebrates is also very small, 22/78 in D. melanogaster and 6/114 in C. elegans.
Only a small number of miRNAs, the 15 miRNA families in category I, are conserved between
invertebrates and mammals. However, more than half of all the miRNAs with known function
are in these families. This shows a high correlation of sequence conservation and functional
importance among the miRNAs. The discovery of miRNAs is still ongoing, so more data and
analysis will be needed to generate a quantitatively more detailed phylogenetic distribution of
miRNAs.
2.3.5 Comparison with the miFam classification
Since Release 8.1, a miFam (miRNA family) feature which provides family classification
information of miRNA hairpin sequences has been available in miRBase. We compared our
classification results with the miFam classification in Release 8.2. Not considering the families
with one or less human miRNA or the families without non-human miRNAs, our comparison
showed that 122 out of the 172 comparable PBC families are the same in miFam. While
most of the miRNA families are consistent, we examined the cases where the classification was
different (summarized in Table 2.3). Most of these differences involve additional merging or
separation of the families between the two classifications. For the families that are merged in
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the PBC classification, the multiple sequence alignments of the hairpin sequences are generally
acceptable, but the alignments of the mature sequence are not necessarily strong. One example
is the mir-134/mir-412 case (See Additional File 6: Multiple sequence alignments of selected
miRNA families), in which the hairpin sequences are similar while the mature sequences differ
greatly. The situation is reversed in the families that are merged in the miFam classification.
One example is themir-25, 92/mir-92b case, in which the mature sequences are almost identical
while the rest of the sequences share little sequence similarity (See Additional File 6). In only
three cases, the families defined by PBC intersect with (overlap with but are not covered by)
the families defined by miFam, but all these miRNAs are tandem clustered miRNAs which
diverge from each other much more than most miRNA homologs.
Taken together, the comparison between the PBC and the miFam classifications showed
that most of the families were consistent. Most of the differences stemmed likely from the
differences in treating information from the mature sequences. While the PBC analysis pipeline
relies totally on the precursor sequences, the miFam classification may have taken certain
reference from the similarity between the mature sequences.
2.3.6 Classification of new miRNAs
While preparing the manuscript, a new release of miRBase sequences (Release 9.0) became
available. We used our PBC analysis pipeline to classify the 12 new human miRNAs in this
release by treating them as the confirmation set. The results showed that hsa-mir-758 can be
assigned to the hsa-mir-379, 380, 411 family; hsa-mir-767 can be assigned to the hsa-mir-105
family; and hsa-mir-802 can be assigned to the hsa-mir-511 family. The sequence alignments
and the support levels among the trees can be found in Additional File 7: Classification of new
human miRNAs in Release 9.0. The hsa-mir-758 case is present in miFam already, while the
other two cases have not been reported.
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2.3.7 Update with miRBase Release 14
In recent years, miRNAs have been identified in more species. In miRBase Release 14
(Griffiths-Jones et al., 2008), 115 species are covered including 66 metazoan species. On the
other hand, with the effort of deep sequencing, many new miRNAs have been identified in
human. Many of these new miRNAs are found to be specific in closely related species like
primates or are human specific. In Figure 2.3 , we summarized the number of miRNAs conserved
to human, as is defined by the miFam feature in miRBase. The pattern of the number of
miRNAs and families in the species is still similar to that in Table 2.1. One big difference is
that there are more human miRNAs (~250) that have no homologs in mouse. This is largely
due to the results of deep sequencing of miRNAs in human.
We also examined the loss of miRNAs in intermediate species. For the 5 miRNAs conserved
between human and C. elegans, all are conserved in D. melanogaster. 25/25 conserved between
human and D. melanogaster are conserved between human and D. rerio. 114/248 conserved
between human and D. rerio are conserved between human and G. gallus. This is likely caused
by the incompleteness in sequencing of the G. gallus genome. 136/163 conserved between
human and G. gallus are conserved between human and M. musculus. In general, these results
show that most miRNAs conserved between human and a remote species are conserved between
human and a intermediate species. This relationship has also been mentioned by Peterson et al.
(2009), as evidence supporting the role of miRNAs in the evolution of complexity in species.
2.4 Discussion
From an evolutionary point of view, miRNAs are a heterogeneous group of sequences. First,
miRNAs have heterogeneous evolutionary origins. Most of the miRNAs are not related to each
other. They are categorized together as miRNAs just because they share certain common
sequence features and functional mechanisms (Bartel and Chen, 2004b). As is shown in the
phylogenetic distribution of miRNA families in this study, miRNAs also differ greatly as to
their levels of conservation across the species. Second, miRNAs differ in their evolutionary
patterns. Some, the let-7 family for example, maintain almost identical mature forms in evo-
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lution. Others, the mir-10, 99, 100, 125 family for example, diverge in the mature forms (See
Additional File 8: The mir-10, 99, 100, 125 family).
The evolutionary distance between miRNAs is the underlying basis for the classification
of miRNAs. The heterogeneous nature of miRNA sequences has made it impossible to use
a single model to summarize the evolutionary distance between miRNAs. In context of this,
many current methods actually manually inspect the classification process, which will bring in
a heavy human factor.
In the PBC analysis pipeline, we used a non-parametric approach. The analysis depended
totally on the precursor sequences, and no model of the evolutionary distances between miR-
NAs was assumed a priori. The classification criteria were essentially derived from the data
or were based on knowledge from the literature (the reference families). The human factor
was minimized in the classification process. Meanwhile, the reliability of the families can be
evaluated by their support levels in the bootstrap trees.
2.5 Conclusion
The PBC analysis pipeline is an efficient method for classifying large numbers of hetero-
geneous miRNA sequences. The analysis pipeline assumes no models for the evolutionary
distances between miRNAs. It requires minimum human involvement and provides a method
to evaluate the reliability of the classification results. This analysis pipeline is efficient for clas-
sifying genome-wide sets of miRNA sequences. It is also an efficient method to classify newly
cloned individual miRNAs into existing miRNA families.
2.6 Methods
2.6.1 Implementation
The miRNA sequences were retrieved from miRBase (Griffiths-Jones, 2004) (Release 8.2,
Jul. 2006; Release 9.0, Oct. 2006). MiRNAs from six species, including H. sapiens (hsa,
462 entries), M. musculus (mmu, 358 entries), G. gallus (gga, 152 entries), D. rerio (dre, 337
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entries), D. melanogaster (dme, 78 entries), and C. elegans (cel, 114 entries), were chosen for
this study. miFam family information was retrieved from the same release.
Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) was carried out with CLUSTALW 1.83 (Thompson
et al., 1994); neighbor-joining trees with bootstrap were inferred by Mega 3.1 (Kumar et al.,
2001) with 1000 bootstrap replications and p-distance substitution model. All the other data
analysis was carried out by customized Perl modules and scripts, which were attached as the
additional file 9: The software and instruction for the PBC analysis pipeline. The codes are
also available at http://www.public.iastate.edu/~yhames04/PBC_codes.zip.
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Table 2.2 The human members of miRNA families in different conservation categories
Human miRNAs
Category I (let-7, mir-98), (mir-1, mir-206), (mir-10, mir-100, mir-125, mir-99), (mir-124),
(mir-133),(mir-182), (mir-184), (mir-210), (mir-219), (mir-32), (mir-34), (mir-451),
(mir-7), (mir-9), (mir-92)
Category II (mir-101), (mir-103, mir-107), (mir-106, mir-17, mir-18, mir-20, mir-93), (mir-122),
(mir-126),(mir-128), (mir-129), (mir-130, mir-301), (mir-132, mir-212), (mir-135),
(mir-137), (mir-138), (mir-139), (mir-140), (mir-141, mir-200), (mir-142),(mir-143),
(mir-144), (mir-145), (mir-146), (mir-147), (mir-148, mir-152),(mir-15), (mir-150),
(mir-153), (mir-155), (mir-16, mir-195), (mir-181),(mir-183), (mir-187), (mir-19),
(mir-190), (mir-191, mir-637), (mir-192), (mir-193),(mir-194), (mir-196), (mir-199),
(mir-202), (mir-203), (mir-204, mir-211),(mir-205), (mir-208), (mir-21), (mir-214),
(mir-215), (mir-216), (mir-217), (mir-218), (mir-22), (mir-220), (mir-221), (mir-222),
(mir-223), (mir-23), (mir-24), (mir-25), (mir-26), (mir-27), (mir-29), (mir-30),
(mir-302), (mir-31), (mir-33, mir-33), (mir-338), (mir-363), (mir-365), (mir-367),
(mir-375), (mir-383), (mir-425), (mir-429), (mir-449), (mir-455), (mir-489),
(mir-490), (mir-499), (mir-568, mir-620), (mir-585), (mir-590), (mir-639), (mir-92b),
(mir-96)
Category III (mir-105), (mir-127), (mir-134, mir-412), (mir-136), (mir-149), (mir-151, mir-28),
(mir-154, mir-323, mir-329, mir-369, mir-377, mir-381, mir-382, mir-410, mir-453,
mir-485, mir-487, mir-494, mir-495, mir-496, mir-539, mir-655, mir-656), (mir-185),
(mir-186), (mir-188, mir-362, mir-500, mir-501, mir-502, mir-532, mir-660),
(mir-197), (mir-198), (mir-224), (mir-296), (mir-299, mir-579), (mir-320), (mir-324,
mir-544), (mir-325, mir-493), (mir-326), (mir-328, mir-483), (mir-330, mir-560),
(mir-331), (mir-335), (mir-337), (mir-339), (mir-340), (mir-342, mir-610), (mir-345,
mir-378), (mir-346), (mir-361), (mir-368, mir-376), (mir-370), (mir-371, mir-372,
mir-512), (mir-373, mir-598),(mir-374, mir-542), (mir-379, mir-380, mir-411),
(mir-384), (mir-409), (mir-421, mir-545, mir-95), (mir-422, mir-423), (mir-424),
(mir-431), (mir-432), (mir-433), (mir-448), (mir-449b), (mir-450), (mir-452),
(mir-484), (mir-486, mir-612), (mir-488), (mir-491), (mir-492), (mir-497, mir-600),
(mir-498), (mir-503), (mir-504), (mir-505), (mir-506, mir-507, mir-508, mir-509,
mir-510, mir-513, mir-514, mir-652), (mir-511),(mir-515, mir-516, mir-517, mir-518,
mir-519, mir-520, mir-521, mir-522, mir-523, mir-524, mir-525, mir-526, mir-527),
(mir-548, mir-570, mir-603), (mir-549), (mir-550),(mir-551), (mir-552), (mir-553,
mir-626), (mir-554), (mir-555), (mir-556), (mir-557), (mir-558), (mir-559), (mir-561),
(mir-562), (mir-563), (mir-564), (mir-565, mir-594), (mir-566), (mir-567), (mir-569),
(mir-571), (mir-572, mir-638), (mir-573), (mir-574), (mir-575), (mir-576), (mir-577),
(mir-578), (mir-580), (mir-581), (mir-582), (mir-583), (mir-584), (mir-586), (mir-587,
mir-592), (mir-588), (mir-589), (mir-591), (mir-593), (mir-595), (mir-596, mir-650),
(mir-597), (mir-599), (mir-601, mir-642), (mir-602), (mir-604), (mir-605), (mir-606),
(mir-607), (mir-608), (mir-609), (mir-611), (mir-613), (mir-614), (mir-615),
(mir-616), (mir-617), (mir-618), (mir-619), (mir-621, mir-662), (mir-622), (mir-623),
(mir-624), (mir-625), (mir-627), (mir-628), (mir-629), (mir-630), (mir-631, mir-640),
(mir-632, mir-661), (mir-633), (mir-634), (mir-635), (mir-636), (mir-641), (mir-643),
(mir-644), (mir-645), (mir-646), (mir-647), (mir-648), (mir-649), (mir-651),
(mir-653), (mir-654), (mir-657), (mir-658), (mir-659), (mir-663)
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Table 2.3 Comparison of the family composition between the PBC classification and the mi-
Fam classification
miRNAs
Families with
more members
by PBC
(10a, 10b, 99a, 99b, 100, 125a, 125b-1, 125b-2, cel-lin-4), (21, mmu-468),
(28, 151, mmu-708), (32, dme-mir-31a), (150, dre-150), (134, 412), (182,
dme-263a, dme-263b), (188, 362, 500, 501, 502, 532, 660), (190, dre-190b),
(191, 637), (197, mmu-705), (302a, 302b, 302c, 302d, dre-430b), (324, 544),
(325, 493), (328, 483), (330, 560), (337, cel-241), (342, 610), (345, 378),
(374, 542), (383, mmu-672), (422a, 423), (425, dre-731), (451, dme-14),
(452, cel-358), (486, 612), (497, 600), (506, 507,508, 509, 510, 513-1, 513-2,
514-1, 514-2, 514-3, 652), (587, 592)
Families with
more members
by miFam
(15a, 15b, 16-1, 16-2, 195), (25, 92-1, 92-2, 92b), (29a, 29b-1, 29b-2, 29c,
dme-285), (31, dme-31a, dme-31b), (33, dme-33), (141, 200a, 200b, 200c,
429), (192, 215), (221, 222), (424, mmu-322), (mmu-216a, mmu-216b)
Families
intersect
between the
two
classifications
(154, 323, 329-1, 329-2, 369, 377, 381, 382, 409, 410, 453, 485, 487a, 487b,
494, 495, 496, 539, 655, 656), (299, 548a-1,548a-2, 548a-3, 548b, 548c,
548d-1, 548d-2, 570, 579, 603), (371, 372, 512-1, 512-2, mmu-290,
mmu-291a, mmu-291b, mmu-292, mmu-293, mmu-294, mmu-295)
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Chapter3. Differences in apparent repression effectiveness among human
microRNAs of different conservational categories
A paper to be submitted to the Journal of Experimental Zoology B
Yong Huang and Xun Gu
3.1 Abstract
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a class of small RNAs encoded in genomes. They repress tar-
get gene expression by base pairing to complementary sites usually in the 3’UTRs. As gene
expression regulators, the functional roles of miRNAs is paradoxical, since they are both evo-
lutionally conserved and functionally dispensable. In this study, we propose the “apparent
repression effectiveness (ARE)” measure to quantify the epistatic influence of miRNAs on the
expression of their target genes. ARE is calculated as the logarithm of the relative risk of high
gene expression in non-target genes versus in target genes. We compared the ARE values of
human miRNAs of different conservational categories and found the more conserved miRNAs
have significantly higher ARE than less conserved miRNAs on average. Our results showed the
existence of an increasing trend in the epistatic influence of miRNAs on the expression of its
target genes in evolution. The results show that despite the inaccuracy in the expression and
targeting data of miRNAs, their functional role as epistatic regulator of target gene expres-
sion is still clearly detectable. Meanwhile, the results also show that miRNAs have a “selfish”
tendency in evolution to control more target genes more effectively.
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3.2 Introduction
In recent years, the importance of small RNAs in cellular regulation has been progressively
revealed (Ambros and Chen, 2007; Carthew and Sontheimer, 2009; Chapman and Carrington,
2007; Kim, 2005; Malone and Hannon, 2009). In particular, microRNAs (miRNAs), a class
of small RNAs that are encoded in genomes, are found to have stable expression patterns in
tissues and regulate a large number of target genes (Bartel and Chen, 2004b; Bartel, 2009;
Lu et al., 2005). It is believed that miRNAs provide an additional layer of regulation in the
cell (Carthew, 2006; Filipowicz et al., 2008). MiRNA sequences are highly conserved. Many
miRNAs are conserved between very remotely related species, which suggests that they are
under high selective pressure against any mutations. For example, precursor sequences of the
orthologs of let-7 in worm and human are identical. Furthermore, miRNAs greatly influence
the evolution of their target genes. In several previous studies (Farh et al., 2005; Sood et al.,
2006; Stark et al., 2005), it was shown that the 3’UTR sequences of target genes evolved to
avoid being targeted by miRNAs that are expressed in the same tissues.
In spite of their functional importance, miRNAs are most likely to have evolved from obscure
origins. In plants, it was proposed that some miRNAs might have evolved from inverted
duplication of target gene sequences (Allen et al., 2004). In C. elegans and D. melanogaster, it
was found that some pre-miRNAs (mirtrons) are actually spliced-out introns (Okamura et al.,
2007; Ruby et al., 2007). Most miRNAs are likely to have emerged in evolution from randomly
expressed hairpin structures. Phylogenetic studies have shown that new miRNAs have emerged
in evolution at diverse time points that often coincide with major evolutionary events such as
the emergence of multicellular organisms, vertebrates or mammals (Hertel et al., 2006; Huang
and Gu, 2007a).
How miRNAs evolved from their obscure origins to acquire their current regulatory roles
in the cell is still not well understood. The biggest obstacle is the lack of an understanding of
the actual functional roles of miRNAs in the cell. MiRNAs have been described as paradox-
ical regulators for being both evolutionary conserved and functionally dispensable (Wu et al.,
2009). Their effects on the expression of target genes are often found to be modest (Baek
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et al., 2008; Selbach et al., 2008), rather than being on-off switches (Bartel, 2009). In general
miRNA-mediated regulations are highly replaceable by other conventional endogenous regu-
latory mechanisms that do not need the wasteful co-expression of miRNAs and target genes.
The question remains about the actual functional role of miRNAs in the cell.
We found that, if we revisit the basic principles of miRNA-mediated regulation, it is clear
that the essence of the function of miRNAs is their epistatic position over their target genes in
expression, such that target genes are not expected to be highly expressed in the tissues where
the miRNAs are expressed. Based on this principle, we propose the measure of “apparent
repression effectiveness (ARE)” to quantify the epistatic influence of miRNAs on target gene
expression. In brief, the ARE value of a miRNA in a tissue is calculated as the log relative
risk of finding highly expressed genes among target genes versus among non-target genes (See
Results for more details). A higher ARE value indicates a stronger epistatic repressive effect
of the miRNA on its target genes. We compared the ARE values of miRNAs of different
conservational categories and found that more conserved miRNAs have significantly higher
ARE values on average. We also analyzed other covariates, such as the expression abundance
and broadness of miRNAs and the context score of target sites (see Methods). In general, our
results showed an increasing trend in miRNAs’ epistatic influence on the expression of its target
genes in evolution. This showed that despite the inaccuracy in current expression and targeting
data of miRNAs, their functional role as epistatic regulator of target gene expression is still
clearly detectable from the data. Meanwhile, it also showed that miRNAs have a “selfish”
tendency in evolution to control more target genes more effectively.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Apparent repression effectiveness
The essence of the function of miRNAs is their epistatic position over their target genes in
expression. This means that in the tissues where a miRNA is expressed, its target genes are
not expected to be highly expressed. However, this epistatic influence is usually not complete.
In this respect, we designed the “apparent repression effectiveness (ARE)” measure to quantify
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the epistatic influence of miRNAs on the expression of their target genes. As depicted in
Table 3.1, for a particular miRNA in a tissue, genes are partitioned into target and non-target
genes, or into highly-expressed and non-highly-expressed genes. The occurrences of genes in the
four partitions are denoted as NH, NL, TH and TL, where N stands for not being targeted, T
stands for being targeted, H stands for highly expressed and L stands for not highly expressed.
The ARE for a miRNA in a tissue is calculated as the log relative risk of finding genes highly
expressed given non-targeted versus targeted by miRNAs, which is expressed in the following
formula.
ARE = ln
(
P (highly expressed | non-targeted)
P (highly expressed | targeted)
)
(3.1)
Pˆ (highly expressed |non-targeted) = NH
NH +NL (3.2)
Pˆ (highly expressed | targeted) = TH
TH + TL (3.3)
The probabilities are calculated as frequencies from the data, as is shown in Formula 3.2
and Formula 3.3. The ARE is essentially the logarithm of the relative risk (RR) of being
highly expressed given not targeted vs. targeted, so it has an approximate normal distribution
when the numbers of genes of each partition in Table 3.1 is not too small. The genes that
have no target sites of any miRNAs are excluded from the study, as they are not informative
to ARE. The reason that ARE is measuring the “apparent” repression effectiveness is that
the expression levels of genes (protein-coding genes, same hereafter) used in this study are
posterior (after miRNA-mediated regulations) expression levels from normal tissues. As the
result, ARE measures the combined reduction in gene expression caused by both miRNA-
mediated degradation of mRNAs and endogenous mutual exclusiveness in expression patterns
between miRNAs and target genes. Since miRNAs repress gene expression mainly by blocking
translation in animals, mutual exclusiveness in expression patterns is expected to contribute
substantially to ARE. A higher ARE value for a miRNA in a tissue shows that it is less likely
to find highly-expressed genes among target genes than among non-target genes of the miRNA.
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This indicates that the miRNA has stronger epistatic influences on the expression of its target
genes in the tissue.
Table 3.1 Tabulation of genes by their expression levels and targeting situations for ARE
calculation
Number of Expression level
genes High Low
Target TH TL
Non-target NH NL
3.3.2 ARE values for human miRNAs in tissues
We calculated the ARE values for the human miRNAs with both expression and targeting
information available in twelve tissues (cerebellum, frontal cortex, heart, liver, prostate, uterus,
thyroid, placenta, pancreas, testis, ovary, and pituitary). We used the gene expression profiles
in human tissues from GNF atlas 2 (Su et al., 2004); human miRNA expression profile from
the mammalian miRNA expression atlas (Landgraf et al., 2007); and miRNA target prediction
from PicTar (Lall et al., 2006). In this study, all the gene expression data are at transcript
level.
A miRNA is viewed to be expressed in a tissue if its clone count is greater than 0 in
the tissues based on the mammalian miRNA expression atlas. Its target genes are retrieved
from PicTar. Contingent on an expression cutoff for highly expressed genes, the number of
genes in the TH, TL, NH, NL categories are counted and the ARE values are calculated as
in Formula 3.1. It should be noted that the choice of the expression cutoff is not trivial.
Shown in Figure 3.1 is the ARE values for a typical miRNA hsa-let-7a. The dots represent the
mean ARE values across tissues where hsa-let-7a is expressed, and the error bars represent the
standard error of the means. It is obvious that the ARE values are larger when the expression
cutoff is set higher. This is expected, as miRNAs are negative regulators of gene expression
and co-expression of miRNAs and highly expressed target genes are less likely to exist. It is
also obvious that with relatively low expression cutoffs (such as 50%), the ARE values are
quite close to 0. This suggests that in general, miRNAs’ epistatic effect on gene expression is
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prominent at preventing target genes from getting really highly expressed but not at turning
them off completely. On the other hand, the number of genes is smaller when the cutoff is set
at high expression percentiles, and the variances of the ARE values also become large. In this
regard, we use 80% percentile as the cutoff for highly expressed genes, which is also a commonly
used cutoff in literature.
Using the 80% percentile as the cutoff of high expression, the ARE values for each miRNA
in each tissue are calculated and listed in Supplement file 1 (see Appendix). The ARE values
in the tissues where the miRNA is not expressed is also calculated for control purposes. It is
obvious from Figure 3.1B that the ARE values of the same miRNA varies greatly in different
tissues where the miRNAs is expressed. This is not unexpected, as not only the targeting
and expression information of miRNAs is still not very accurate, but the expression levels of
miRNAs also differ greatly among tissues. One prominent example is the hsa-miR-1 case, as
is shown in Table 3.2.The ARE value of hsa-miR-1 is 0.2961 in heart, where its clone count
(expression abundance of miRNA) is 15. However, in tissues of prostate, uterus, thyroid, testis,
and ovary where hsa-miR-1 is expressed at very low levels (clone counts 1 or 2), the ARE values
are all negative. Although the situation in most other miRNAs are not as extreme as that in
miR-1, the ARE values in the tissues where the miRNAs are highly expressed are generally
found to be more reliable considering possible errors in miRNA expression profiling (more likely
to incorrectly call whether a miRNA is expressed in a tissue if the clone count is low as 1 or 2).
In this regard, for each miRNA, we chose the ARE value from the tissue where the miRNA is
most highly expressed (taking the median in case of ties) as the representative ARE (RARE)
of the miRNA and used it for comparisons between miRNAs.
Table 3.2 Tissue difference in ARE values of hsa-miR-1
Tissue ARE MiRNA expression
heart 0.2961 15
prostata -0.2381 1
uterus -0.2598 1
thyroid -0.2282 2
testis -0.0245 1
ovary -0.1177 1
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3.3.3 Differences in RARE among miRNAs of different conservational categories
We compared the RARE (representative ARE) values among human miRNAs of different
conservational categories. We classified human miRNAs into three categories based on the
presence of their homologs in metazoan species, as is described in our previous report (Huang
and Gu, 2007a). The phylogenetic distribution of miRNAs is based on the miFam feature
from miRBase (Griffiths-Jones et al., 2008). Briefly, a miRNA is classified into category I if it
has homologs in mammals, non-mammal vertebrates, and invertebrates; category II if it has
homologs only in mammals and non-mammal vertebrates; and to category III if it has homologs
only in mammals (see Methods for details). We used only miRNAs with both targeting and
expression information available in this study, which covered 38 human miRNAs in category
I, 76 in category II and 19 in category III. All the miRNAs are conserved at least between
human and mouse. As described in the previous section, the RARE value for a miRNA is the
ARE value in the tissues where the miRNA is most highly expressed. The RARE values and
the conservational category classification of miRNAs are summarized in Supplement file 2 (see
Appendix).
The comparison of the RARE values among miRNAs showed an interesting trend among
different conservational categories. As is shown in Figure 3.2, the mean RARE values of
miRNAs is the highest in the most conserved Category I and lowest in the least conserved
Category III (see Table 3.3 for values of means and standard errors at the cutoff of 80% expres-
sion percentile). We carried out ANOVA, using the RARE values as the response variable and
conservational categories as the explanatory variable. The result showed that the conserva-
tional category is a significant factor for RARE values of miRNAs (F-test p-value=0.0203). A
trend comparison using orthogonal polynomial contrasts showed the existence of a linear trend
(t-test p-value=0.0038), but not a quadratic trend (t-test p-value=0.9267). Comparison of the
mean RARE values using Tukey’s HSD test showed that the mean RARE value of Category
I miRNAs is significantly larger than that of Category II (p-value= 0.0404) and Category III
(p-value=0.0459). The difference between Category II and III is not significant by Tukey’s
HSD test, likely resulted from the large standard error of mean RARE value in Category III
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because of small sample size (number of miRNAs).
In a nutshell, the finding of more conserved miRNAs having larger RARE values on average
suggests the existence of an increasing trend in ARE of miRNAs in evolution. The fact that
this trend is detectable despite all the inaccuracies in expression and targeting data of miRNAs
suggests the robustness of the trend. As ARE is a measure of the epistatic influence of miRNAs
on target genes in expression, this results can be also interpreted as the existence of a trend
in miRNAs to progressively establish epistasis in expression over target genes in tissues in
evolution.
3.3.4 Control analyses
We carried out different control analyses to confirm that the existence of the increasing
trend in RARE values among miRNAs of different conservational categories is not caused by
chance or by the use of a particular set of data.
First, since the cutoff of high expression was arbitrarily set at 80% percentile in the previous
section, we tested whether using a different cutoff may change the the results. We tested
different cutoff values including 60%, 70%„ 80% and 90%. The results are summarized in
Table 3.3. We can see that the increasing trend in the mean RARE values in miRNAs of
different conservational categories exists at all the expression cutoffs. At all the cutoff values,
the p-values for the significance of the conservational category as a factor are smaller than
0.05. The p-value at 80% is actually the least significant compared to other cutoffs. Meanwhile,
similar to the example of hsa-let-7a in Figure 3.1A, the mean RARE values are generally higher
under higher expression cutoff. This is in accordance with the common wisdom that it is less
likely to find higher expressed target genes in the same tissue with the correspondent miRNA.
the standard errors also increases as the cutoffs increased. This is due to the decrease in
the number of genes expressed above higher cutoffs. Taken together, the results are generally
consistent under different cutoffs.
We also examined the ARE values in the tissues where the miRNAs are not expressed.
For a miRNA, the median of the ARE values in these tissues without expression is used for
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Table 3.3 Mean RARE and standard error for miRNAs in different conservational categories
under different cutoffs of high expression
Cutoff Category I Category II Category III p-value
60% 0.0533±0.0223 -0.0082±0.0119 -0.0850±0.0376 <0.001
70% 0.0794±0.0275 0.0024±0.0155 -0.1080±0.0469 <0.001
80% 0.1091±0.0317 0.0085±0.0239 -0.0303±0.0502 0.0203
90% 0.2445±0.0637 0.0489±0.0225 0.0079±0.0670 <0.001
comparison (median values are less influenced by outliers). The ARE values are expected to be
low in these tissues where the miRNAs are not expressed. However, one complication here is
that, in a tissue where a miRNA is not expressed, its target genes may still be targeted by other
miRNAs expressed in the tissue. In this regard, for the control analysis, we limit the non-target
genes (in NH and NL categories) of a miRNA in a tissue to be those that have no target sites
of any other miRNAs that are expressed in the tissue. The results are shown in Table 3.4. It
is clear that the ARE values are very low (below -0.09 in all categories). There is also not a
significant difference between different conservational category factor (F-test p-value=0.5646).
This analysis showed the specificity of the ARE measure.
Table 3.4 Mean ARE values and standard error for miRNAs in tissues without expression
Category I Category II Category III p-value
-0.1739±0.0826 -0.0918±0.0578 -0.1856±0.0822 0.5646
We further analyzed the RARE values using a different set of predicted targets from Tar-
getScan Human (Lewis et al., 2005). All the other settings are the same, only the predicted
targets are from TargetScan, instead of PicTar. The results are shown in Table 3.5. A similar
trend in the RARE values, with the more conserved miRNAs having higher RARE values on
average, are also observed. The results are consistent with those based on the PicTar set of
predicted targets. One concern with the TargetScan set of target for this analysis is that the
predicted targets in TargetScan are filtered by inter-species conservation. For the PicTar set
this is not a problem, since site conservation is requested only among mammal species and all
the miRNAs in this study are conserved at least between human and mouse. However, site
conservation is more strictly requested to be among mammals and chicken in TargetScan. As
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a result, some bias may exist in Category III as some true targets of miRNAs from Category
III may not be included in the TargetScan set.
Table 3.5 Mean RARE values and standard error for miRNAs based on TargetScan set of
miRNA targets
Category I Category II Category III p-value
0.2090±0.0717 0.0544±0.0216 -0.0241±0.0363 <0.001
3.3.5 Covariates that may also influence ARE
In the previous results, we found the conservational categories of miRNAs to be a significant
factor for RARE values of the miRNAs. However, the conservational categories are not likely
to cause differences in ARE of miRNAs directly. We also analyzed several covariates that may
influence ARE more directly, including expression abundance (as clone counts) and broadness
(as number of tissues with expression) of miRNA as factors and the accessibility of target site.
In Figure 3.3A, we plotted the RARE values of miRNAs against the expression abundance
(as logarithm of clone counts) of the miRNAs (in the tissues where the RARE values are
calculated from). Using the RARE values of miRNAs as the response variable and expression
abundance as explanatory variable, an ANOVA analysis showed that expression abundance to
be a significant factor for RARE values (F-test p-value =0.006373). It is obvious that the
expression abundance of miRNAs has a significant effect on the RARE values, but the variance
of RARE is also large. In Figure 3.3B, we calculated the mean RARE values for miRNAs of
different expression broadness (as number of tissues with expression). It is also obvious that
miRNAs that have broad expression pattern (expressed in more than 8 tissues) have a mean
RARE value much greater than miRNAs expressed in 8 or less tissues. The standard error of
the mean of RARE in Figure 3.3B is also large. These results show that in tissues where a
miRNAs is highly expressed or if a miRNA is broadly expressed in tissues, the miRNA is more
likely to have high RARE. However, the variance of RARE for miRNAs with similar expression
abundance or broadness is also high, suggesting many other factors are also in play. On the
other side, both expression abundance (in the tissue with maximal expression) and broadness
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of miRNAs are significantly different among miRNAs of different conservational categories, as
is shown in Figure 3.4 (the p-values are from the F-test with conservational category as the
explanatory factor).
Taken together, our results suggest that more conserved miRNAs generally have greater
expression abundance and broadness, and miRNAs with greater expression abundance and
broadness generally have stronger RARE. This result is consistent with the hypothesis by
Chen and Rajewsky (2007), suggesting gaining in expression broadness (and abundance) is
key for the survival of miRNAs in evolution. It should be noted that the factors of miRNA
conservational levels, expression abundance and broadness have been found to be confounding
in the analysis of their influence on RARE. Actually, the factor of miRNA conservational levels
have better statistical power in predicting the RARE of miRNAs. This suggests that many
other factors may also be influenced by the conservational factor of miRNAs and contribute to
ARE of miRNAs.
The accessibility of target site has also been shown to be an important factor for miRNA-
mediated regulation (Kertesz et al., 2007). It has been suggested that deeply conserved miRNAs
may have sites that are more accessible (Bartel, 2009; Chen et al., 2009). The TargetScan set
of predicted miRNAs site has the “context score” feature integrating information based on 3’
pairing, local AU content and distance from UTR ends of miRNA target sites, which servers
as a measure of the accessibility of miRNA target sites (Grimson et al., 2007). In this regard,
we examined the differences in context score for sites of miRNAs in different conservational
categories. The results are summarized in Figure 3.5. Different from what has been suggested
in other reports, we found the distributions of the context score of target sites are almost
identical for miRNAs in different conservational categories. It should be noted that the the
target sites we used in this study are the conserved target sites, as they are generally believed
to be more reliable. In general, at least for the conserved target sites, the context score does
not seem to differ greatly in general for miRNAs in different conservational categories. This
may suggest the evolution of the accessibility of target sites is fast in evolution, such that all
target sites that have existed in the genomes long enough have similar distribution in their
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accessibility.
3.4 Discussion
In this study, we proposed the measure for apparent repression effectiveness (ARE) of the
epistatic effect of miRNAs on the expression of their target genes. We used the representative
ARE (RARE), which is the ARE value of a miRNA in the tissue where the miRNA is most
highly expressed, for comparison between miRNAs. A robust trend is identified in our com-
parison of RARE of miRNAs of different conservational categories, in which more conserved
miRNAs are found to have stronger RARE in general. We tested our results with control anal-
yses using ARE values calculated from tissues where the miRNAs are not expressed, different
cutoff of high expression and RARE values calculated using a different set of predicted targets
from TargetScan. The results confirmed the trend we observed is not caused by chance or by
using of a particular set of data. The trend is also correlated with the expression levels and
broadness of the miRNAs, but these two covariates are themselves confounding with the con-
servational categories of miRNAs. In general, we found a trend in gaining ARE for miRNAs
in evolution.
Our results suggested a new angle to understand the functional role of miRNAs in the cell.
As a regulator of gene expression, miRNA-mediated regulations is actually highly replaceable
(Wu et al., 2009). Between miRNAs and target genes, there is not the kind of biochemical
necessity as that between proteins in a metabolic pathway. Rather, it just needs perfect base-
pairing in 6-8 nucleotides to create a target site of a miRNA (Farh et al., 2005). On the other
side, miRNA-mediated regulation also needs the wasteful co-expression of miRNAs and target
genes. There are realistic chances that such a regulatory mechanism may function unspecifi-
cally in the cell. However, our results showed a clear trend in miRNAs to regulate targets more
effectively in evolution. This argues strongly against a unspecific functional role of miRNAs in
the cell. Actually, if we separate miRNAs from other genomic components and view them as
a separate class of sequence elements, the trend we observed suggests a “selfish” tendency for
miRNAs to establish its epistatic role over the target genes in evolution. The underlying logic
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is simple, as it is less likely to lose a miRNA in evolution if it controls more target genes more
effectively in the cell. On the other hand, the cell can also be view to take the advantage of
the symbiosis with miRNAs to get access to a fast acting regulatory mechanism.
It should also be emphasized that all the gene expression data in this study are at transcript
level. Animal miRNAs have been expected to function mainly in blocking protein translation
in the cell. However, large scale proteomic studies have only been carried out for a very limited
number of miRNAs, for example in the study of mir-223 by Baek et al. (2008), and the effects
of miRNAs are also found to be modest. On the other side, miRNA-mediated deterrence of
transcription (via mutual exclusive expression such as in Stark et al. (2005)) or degradation
of mRNAs (Wu and Belasco, 2008) are also believe to be important in miRNA-mediated reg-
ulations. In particular, transcripts whose translation is blocked are often transported to the
P-bodies (Pontes and Pikaard, 2008), where the transcript is not functional even though it is
not degraded right away. In this study, even just using gene expression data at transcript level,
we can still detect the trend in ARE among miRNAs of different conservational categories.
3.5 Materials and Methods
3.5.1 miRNA sequences and phylogeny
The sequences of miRNAs were retrieved from miRBase (Release 12) (Griffiths-Jones et al.,
2008). The phylogenetic distribution of miRNAs is based on the miFam feature from miRBase.
We classified the human miRNAs, on a family basis, into three conservation categories base
on the presence of their homologs in species (Huang and Gu, 2007b). If a miRNA family
contains homologs in mammals, non-mammal vertebrates, and invertebrates, it is in category
I; if a miRNA family contains homologs only in mammals and non-mammal vertebrates, it is in
category II; if a miRNA family contains homologs only in mammals, it is in category III. This
categorization offered us a basic estimation of the evolutionary age (time since emergence) of
miRNAs.
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3.5.2 miRNA expression profiles
We used the miRNA expression data of the mammalian miRNA expression atlas (Landgraf
et al., 2007), which is one of the most comprehensive miRNA expression profiles available.
The data are based on 256 small RNA libraries from 26 different organ systems and cell types
in human and rodents. In our analysis, we used data from the 12 human tissues where gene
expression data are also available. These tissues are cerebellum, frontal cortex, heart, liver,
prostate, uterus, thyroid, placenta, pancreas, testis, ovary, and pituitary.
In this data set, the cloning frequencies of miRNAs are used as the measure of miRNA
expression. In total, the data set covered 340 human miRNAs (by mature form), encoded by
395 miRNA genes (expression levels divided evenly between precursors that produce the same
mature form), from 214 transcript units.
3.5.3 Human gene expression data
Gene expression profiles in human were retrieved from the GNF expression atlas 2 dataset
(Su et al., 2004). A cutoff of 200 was applied to the raw readings to control noise. To normalize
between different tissues, we use a percentile-based approach. In each tissue, the percentiles
(from 10% to 95% step by 5%) of gene expression levels were calculated and used in the analysis.
3.5.4 miRNA target site prediction
The predicted miRNA target sites were retrieved from PicTar (Lall et al., 2006). We used
the set of human miRNA targets in which the sites are conserved among five mammals (human,
chimp, mouse, rat and dog) (the “Lall et al. 2006” set). The TargetScan (TS) set of targets are
used for control. It was retrieved from TargetScan (Lewis et al., 2005), Release 5.0, updated
December 2008. The targets in the TargetScan were conserved between human, mouse, rat,
dog and chicken.
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Figure 3.1 ARE values of a typical miRNA, hsa-let-7a, with different cutoffs for high expres-
sion
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Figure 3.2 Differences in mean RARE for miRNAs in different conservational categories
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sion abundance of miRNAs (as log(clone
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Figure 3.3 Influence of expression abundance and broadness on RARE
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Chapter4. Modeling the role of microRNAs in the evolution of tissue
complexity and evaluation with expression, targeting and phylogeny data
A paper to be submitted to Genome Research
Yong Huang and Xun Gu
4.1 Abstract
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a class of small RNAs that are encoded in genomes. Phyloge-
netic studies have suggested that miRNAs may play important roles in the evolution of tissue
complexity in species. An overwhelming amount of expression, targeting and phylogeny data
of miRNAs and their target genes are becoming available. However, the daunting complexity
of the information and the inaccurate nature of current data have made it very difficult to
interpret the role of miRNAs in the evolution of tissue complexity without a clear model. In
this study we propose a pair of contradictory models of how miRNAs may be involved in the
evolution of tissue complexity. The null (passive) model suggests that miRNAs take a sec-
ondary role in maintaining tissue identity, such that both the expression of miRNAs in tissues
and the targeting of genes by miRNAs are phylogenetically random. On the contrary, the alter-
native (active) model suggests that miRNAs have primary roles in establishing tissue identity,
such that expression and targeting of miRNAs are phylogenetically not random. We evaluated
both models with expression, targeting and phylogeny data of human miRNAs and genes. Our
results showed that for “old” (emerged long ago in evolution) genes, miRNAs and tissues, the
data generally support the null model, while for relatively “new” (emerged late in evolution)
genes, miRNAs and tissues, the data favor the alternative model. Our results suggest that,
miRNAs are very likely to have contributed to the establishment of new tissue identities in evo-
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lution. However, their regulatory roles may be gradually replaced by conventional regulatory
mechanisms (independent of miRNA-mediated regulation) in a “burn-in”process.
4.2 Introduction
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a class of small RNAs encoded in genomes. MiRNAs repress
target gene expression by basepairing to target sites usually in the 3’UTR of mRNAs (Bartel
and Chen, 2004b). MiRNAs were first identified in C.elegans (Lee et al., 1993a; Reinhart
et al., 2000a), and are currently found extensively in genomes of animals, plants, green algae
and viruses (Griffiths-Jones et al., 2008). There are over 400 confirmed miRNAs found in the
human genome. Many view them as an extra layer of gene regulation in the cell (Carthew,
2006; Filipowicz et al., 2008).
The evolutionary role of miRNAs in species is not yet fully understood, but it is believed
that miRNAs contribute to the increase in tissue complexity in evolution (Christodoulou et al.,
2010; Peterson et al., 2009). It is generally believed now that the increase in tissue complexity
results not only from changes in gene sequences (King and Wilson, 1975; Sequencing, 2005),
but to a large extent from changes in the regulation of gene expression after gene and genome
duplication (Carroll, 2005; Li et al., 2005; Ohno, 1970). There are several indications of miR-
NAs’ involvement in the evolution of tissue complexity. First, the emergence of new miRNAs
has been found to coincide with major evolutionary events, such as the emergence of multi-
cellular organisms, vertebrates and mammals (Heimberg et al., 2008; Huang and Gu, 2007a;
Peterson et al., 2009). The copy number of miRNAs was found to correlated very well with
the complexity of the organisms (Takuno and Innan, 2008). Second, between closely related
species, there are often many clade-specific miRNAs (Berezikov et al., 2006; Lu et al., 2008).
This suggests the possible involvement of miRNAs in species-specific phenotypes or even speci-
ation. Third, reports have shown tissue-specific expression patterns of miRNAs in culture cells
and normal tissues (Lee et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2005). It is found that combination of expressed
miRNAs can actually serve as tissue markers (Lu et al., 2005). There are also reports showing
that duplicate genes are preferentially targeted by miRNAs and more ancient duplicates genes
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tend to be more likely to be targeted by miRNAs (Li et al., 2008). All the above evidence,
although mostly indirectly, point in the direction that miRNAs have vital evolutionary roles
in the increase of tissue identity. However, there is also some evidence inconsistent with such
a vital role. For example, the expression pattern of miRNAs are usually not strictly conserved
between species in time and location (Ason et al., 2006; Landgraf et al., 2007), and the sets
of target genes are also usually not highly conserved between remotely related species (Bar-
tel, 2009). It was suggested that miRNAs are both evolutionary conserved and functionally
dispensable (Wu et al., 2009).
MiRNAs’ involvement in the increase of tissue identity is complicated to analyze, as expres-
sion, targeting and phylogeny information of miRNAs and their target genes are all intertwined
in the study. Without a clear model, it is hard to interpret the overwhelming data. In this
study, we propose a pair of contradictory models of how miRNAs may be involved in the evo-
lution of tissue complexity. The null (passive) model suggests that miRNAs take a secondary
role in maintaining tissue identity, such that both the expression of miRNAs in tissues and the
targeting of genes by miRNAs are phylogenetically random. On the contrary, the alternative
(active) model suggests that miRNAs have primary roles in establishing tissue identity, such
that expression and targeting of miRNAs are phylogenetically not random. These two models
represented the two extremes of how miRNAs may be involved in establishing tissue identity.
The real situation would be in between the two models. We evaluated both models with ex-
pression, targeting and phylogeny data of human miRNAs and genes. Our results suggest that,
miRNAs are very likely to have contributed to the establishment of new tissue identities. How-
ever, their regulatory roles may become passive as miRNA-mediated regulation are gradually
replaced by conventional regulatory mechanisms (independent of miRNA-mediated regulation)
in evolution.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Model
How new tissue identity is established in evolution and how miRNAs, as negative regulators
of target gene expression, may have contributed to establishing of new tissue identities is still not
well understood. Information involved in these processes includes the evolutionary emergence
order of tissues, phylogeny of miRNAs, phylogeny of genes, targeting between miRNAs and
genes, expression profiles of miRNAs and genes, and so on. The daunting complexity of the
information and the inaccurate nature of current data have made it very difficult to interpret the
role of miRNAs in the evolution of tissue complexity. Some clear modeling of the evolutionary
processes is needed as the common basis for discussion.
Here we present a contradictory pair of simplified models of how miRNAs may contribute
to the establishment of new tissue identity and thus to the evolution of tissue complexity. In
these models, we assume an organism has three tissues that have emerged in evolution in the
order of t1, t2 and t3. We also assume that tissue identity is decided by three genes (g1, g2, g3)
under the control of three miRNAs (m1, m2, m3). Each miRNA is only expressed in one tissue
and allows the expression of one of the three genes. We assume the genes and the miRNAs
emerged in evolution in the order of (1, 2, 3), as is depicted in Figure 4.1A. The miRNAs are not
necessarily required to be phylogenetically related. Furthermore, gi and ti are assumed to have
emerged earlier thanmi+1. In the null model, both the expression of miRNAs in the tissues and
the targeting of genes by miRNAs are phylogenetically random, such that each miRNA may
be expressed in any tissue and target any gene. In the alternative model, “new” (emerged late
in evolution, same hereafter) miRNAs are expressed in “new” tissues, and vice versa. Different
targeting schemes can be assumed between miRNAs and genes in the alternative model that all
result in the permissive relationship depicted in Figure 4.1B. We assume the simplest scheme
in this study, in which m1 inhibits g2 in t1, m2 inhibits g1, g3 in t2 and m3 inhibits g2 in
t3. Here we simplify the model by assuming that t3 inherits the expression pattern in t2, such
that g1 is not expressed in t3 and g3 is not expressed in t1 inherently (by mechanisms encoded
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in upstream regulatory sequences). More complicated targeting schemes can also be allowed
in the alternative model, as long as the targeting relationship between miRNAs and genes is
not random. The essential difference between the null and alternative models is that in the
null model, the miRNAs take a passive role in maintaining the diversified gene expression in
tissues, while in the alternative model the miRNAs are primary regulators that actively define
tissue identities.
Several assumptions are made in designing the model. First, we assume the increase in tissue
complexity in evolution is irreversible such that we can order t1, t2 and t3 by their emergence
in evolution. Here we also have to assume that tissue identity is conserved in evolution, such
that tissues with the same name in different organisms are similar in nature, which is largely
taken for granted in current biological studies. Second, we assume the identity of new tissues
is established by new genes and new miRNAs for the alternative model. There is always the
possibility that tissue identity can be established by a different combination of old genes or
old miRNAs. However, the ever increasing repertoires of miRNAs and genes in species in
evolution suggest that, at least, the identity of some of the tissues is established by new genes
and miRNAs. Third, we assume that miRNAs have a definite effect on gene expression, which
is largely accepted at least for some of the target genes (Bartel, 2009). It should be noted that
there are a large number of miRNAs and not all of them may be involved in the evolution of
tissue identity. Our purpose here is not to reject the null model altogether, but to examine if
we have data that may support either of the models.
Several predictions can be drawn from the models about the expression and targeting of
miRNAs. First, the alternative model suggests that miRNAs emerged early in evolution tend
to be expressed in tissues that also emerged early in evolution. Although little information
is available about the order of emergence of tissues in evolution, the expression of miRNAs
is nevertheless expected to be different among tissues conditional on the conservational levels
of the miRNAs. Second, the alternative model also suggests that genes emerging at different
stages in evolution are expected to be targeted differently by miRNAs of different conservational
levels. Third, gene families with more spread expression pattern in tissues are more likely to
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be regulated by miRNAs, under the alternative model. We evaluated these prediction using
expression, targeting and phylogenetic data of human miRNAs, as well as expression and
phylogenetic data of human genes.
4.3.2 Expression pattern of human miRNAs in tissues
The expression pattern of miRNAs is based on the mammalian miRNA expression atlas
(Landgraf et al., 2007). The data is measured as clone counts based on mature miRNA se-
quences. We transformed the data into logarithms and normalized the data across tissues (see
Methods for details). MiRNA expression is generally sparse in the tissues, as only a small
fraction (less than 25% in most tissues) of miRNAs are expressed in any individual tissues. We
classified the conservational level of each miRNA according to the presence of their orthologs
in other species. The levels are denoted as 1 to 4 for having the latest common ancestor as
early as in Chordata, Vertebrata, Mammalia and Primates (see Methods). MiRNAs in level 1
are the most conserved, and level 4 the least conserved. There are 49, 110, 172, 88 miRNAs
in levels from 1 to 4. MiRNAs with no expression information are not included in this study.
Our models suggest that, if more conserved miRNAs are expressed in more ancient tissues,
the alternative model will be favored. The reason is that the recently emerged miRNAs are
expected to regulate gene expression that contribute to the establishment of new tissue identity
in the alternative model. Expression of the new miRNAs in ancient tissues is most likely to
be unfavorable, as they may interfere with the existing regulatory mechanisms. Although the
emergence order of tissues is unknown, significant difference in miRNA expression patterns is
expected according to the alternative model.
We examined the number of miRNAs expressed in 9 tissues including cerebellum, cortex,
mid brain, heart, liver, spleen, ovary, testis and placenta. The result is shown in Figure 4.2.
Here we treat a miRNA as expressed in a tissue if its clone count is greater than 1. Each
bar in the graph represents the number of miRNAs in a conservational level expressed in a
tissue divided by the total number of miRNAs in that conservational level. Although the exact
patterns are quite different among tissues, there is always a larger fraction of more conserved
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miRNAs expressed in the tissues, except for placenta. In placenta, a large portion of primate-
specific miRNAs are expressed. A closer examination showed that the level 4 miRNAs expressed
in placenta are all from the miRNA cluster that covers mir-498, mir-515 to mir-526, and all
these miRNAs are only conserved in primates. Expression pattern of highly expressed miRNAs
(greater than 95% percentile in tissues), as is shown in Figure 4.3, shows a similar pattern.
The expression patterns shown in the tissues offer some support for the alternative model.
First, larger fractions of conserved miRNAs are expressed in most of the tissues. All of the
tissues, except for placenta, exist in certain forms in all vertebrates. MiRNAs in level 2 have
latest common ancestors as early as in the root of vertebrates. The fact that a large fraction of
level 2 miRNAs are expressed in the tissues agrees with the alternative model. Meanwhile, a
large fraction of level 1 miRNAs are expressed in neural tissues, which is even more prominent
among the highly expressed miRNAs shown in Figure 4.3, matching the ancient organ of neural
tissues. Second, placenta is a relatively new tissue that exists only in placental mammals. The
fact that a group of primate-specific miRNAs are enriched in placenta offers a strong support
for the alternative model. However, the results cannot rule out the null model. First, miRNAs
from all conservational levels are present in almost all the tissues and the distributions are not
significantly different among most of the tissues. Second, only placenta can be defined as a
relatively new tissue here, and all the new miRNAs expressed in placenta are from a single
miRNA cluster. The possibility that the expression pattern we found in placenta is totally by
chance can not be ruled out. More expression data in definitely new tissues are required in
order to reinforce the point.
4.3.3 Targeting of genes emerged at different evolutionary stages by miRNAs of
different conservational levels
We used the set of predicted targets from TargetScan Human 5.1 (Friedman et al., 2009)
(see Methods for details). Several general properties of the TargetScan set can be found in the
Appendix.
The null and alternative models predict different patterns in targeting between genes and
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A) Setting of the tissues, miRNAs and tar-
get genes
B) Null and alternative models (g←m
means m allows the expression of g)
Figure 4.1 Null and alternative models for miRNAs’ contribution to tissue complexity
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Figure 4.2 Expression pattern of miRNA of different conservational levels in tissues, with
expression level > 1 clone count
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Figure 4.3 Expression pattern of miRNA of different conservational levels in tissues, with
expression level≥ 95% percentile in tissues
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miRNAs of different conservational levels. By the null model, miRNA-mediated regulation
only has a secondary role in maintaining the expression patterns of genes in different tissues.
MiRNAs just serve as an array of switches to fine tune the expression levels of target genes in the
tissues. In this regard, phylogeny of target genes and miRNAs is not expected to have a direct
effect on the targeting relationship between miRNAs and genes. In the alternative model, the
phylogeny of genes is expected to have a direct effect on the targeting relationship. Although
it is possible that the tissue identity of new tissues can be established by a new combination of
existing genes, it is generally believed that increase in tissue complexity involves the emergence
of new genes (or paralogs). The reason is that big increases in tissue complexity in organisms
were often coupled with large scale genome or gene duplication (Gu and Su, 2007). In this regard
and based on the alternative model, miRNAs are expected to restrict the expression of old genes
(or paralogs) in the new tissues and allow the expression of new genes (or paralogs). As a result,
more conserved genes are expected to be under more frequent miRNA targeting. Furthermore,
if we assume a gradual increase in tissue complexity in which the new tissue inherits most of
the gene regulations from old tissues, only the expression of genes that is allowed in the original
tissue needs to be restricted in the new tissue whose identity is established by new miRNAs.
As the result, more conserved genes are expected to be targeted by more conserved miRNAs,
and vice versa.
We retrieved the phylogeny emergence information of human genes from Homologene (see
Methods for details). Human genes are classified based on the existence of their orthologs
in other species. A human gene is classified in taxa class 1 if it has orthologs as far as in
invertebrates, 2 in fishes, 3 in chicken, 4 in mammals and 5 in primates. The number of genes
in taxa classes 1 to 5 are 6117, 5757, 1321, 2295, and 163. The average number of targeting
miRNAs for gene in each taxa class is calculated from the TargetScan data. The result is
shown in Figure 4.4A. The result showed a clear difference between different taxa classes as to
the mean number of targeting genes. In particular, genes in taxa class 4 and 5, which have
orthologs only in mammals and primates, are significantly less likely to be targeted by miRNAs
than genes in other taxa classes. This result is in good accordance with the prediction by the
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alternative model. The fact that genes in taxa class 2 have more targeting miRNAs on average
than genes in taxa class 1 may suggest that more of the genes that emerged at the onset of
vertebrates are involved in tissue complexity, while many genes in the more ancient class 1
are house-keeping genes whose activity is required in all cells. We also retrieved the 3’ UTR
sequences from TargetScan. The average 3’UTR length of genes in different taxa classes are
shown in Figure 4.4B. It is obvious that the average 3’UTR length in taxa class 4 and 5 are
shorter than those in other classes. However the differences in the UTR length are not as
significant as that of the mean number of targeting miRNAs, which suggests UTR length is
not the sole reason for the differences in targeting miRNAs.
These results still do not provide exclusive support for the alternative model. More con-
served genes are generally expressed in more tissues and at higher levels, as is shown in Fig-
ure 4.4C and D. Even though miRNA-mediated regulation is secondary based on the null
model, there are still chances that more conserved genes are preferentially targeted by miRNAs
because of their functional importance. In this regard, we further analyzed the targeting of
genes of different taxa classes by miRNAs of different conservational levels. The classification of
miRNAs is the same as is shown in the previous section. MiRNAs of classes 1 to 4 are labeled as
“dc1” to “dc4” to indicate the classification of individual miRNAs (prefixed with “dc” to make
it different from gene taxa classes here). The result is shown in Figure 4.5. In Figure 4.5A,
the mean number of targeting miRNAs is divided by the total number of miRNAs in each
conservational level. The mean numbers are shown in Figure 4.5B, which is influenced by the
number of miRNAs in each conservational category and expression pattern of the miRNAs.
From Figure 4.5A and B, it is obvious that, for genes in taxa class from 1 to 4, the proportions
of targeting miRNAs in different conservational categories are almost identical. However, the
proportions are quite different for genes in taxa class 5, in that more targeting miRNAs in con-
servational categories 3 and 4 (conserved in mammals and primates) are observed than in other
taxa classes. In general, the result shows that for the “old” genes (emerging early in evolution)
in taxa classes 1 to 4, their chances of being targeted by miRNAs of different conservational
levels are almost the same. However, newly emerged genes (taxa class 5) are more likely to
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be targeted by newly emerged miRNAs (conservational level 3 and 4). These results, together
with the results of the expression pattern, suggest that targeting of relatively newly emerged
genes by newly emerged miRNAs may contribute to the establishment of the identity of certain
new tissues, conforming to the alternative model.
As not all the genes are essential for tissue identities, many of the miRNA-mediated regu-
lations are likely not to be important for tissue identity. In this regard, we analyzed the subset
of genes whose expression is highly correlated between human and mouse across tissues. We
retrieved the expression profile of human and mouse genes from UniGene in the form of EST
clone counts. In total, there are 30 common tissues between human and mouse in UniGene
data. Human and mouse orthologous gene pairs are set based on Homologene. The Spearman
correlation coefficient for each of the gene pairs (with expression data available) is calculated.
The resulting histogram is in Figure 4.6. Gene pairs with correlation coefficient ≥ 0.4230 (cor-
respondent to p-value 0.01 for one side t-test (degree of freedom 28) of correlation coefficient
equals 0) are assumed to have correlated expression between human and mouse. It should be
noted that human genes in taxa class 5, which are conserved between primates only, have no
mouse orthologs and thus have no correlation data here. We then carried out the same analysis
as shown in Figure 4.5A on the subset of the genes that have correlated expression pattern
in human and mouse. The result is shown in Figure 4.7. Since these genes have correlated
expression patterns between human and mouse across tissues, they are expected to be more
involved in tissue identity than genes in general. The fact that similar patterns are observed
in Figure 4.5A and in Figure 4.7 suggests that miRNA-mediated regulation on genes in these
taxa classes may not take an active position in establishing tissue identity in human.
In general, more conserved miRNAs tend to target more genes and more conserved genes
tend to be target by more miRNAs are general properties resulting from the fact that more
conserved miRNAs and genes are expressed in more tissues, and are compatible with both
null and alternative models. However, our results show that, except for the limited number
of “new” genes in taxa class 5, genes in taxa classes 1 to 4 have similar distributions of the
number of targeting miRNAs of different conservational levels. This reflects the phylogeneti-
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Figure 4.4 Targeting and expression information about genes in different taxa classes, bars
for means and error bars for standard errors)
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cally randomness in targeting between miRNAs and genes in taxa classes 1 to 4, conforming
to the null model. One possible mechanism is that miRNA-mediated regulation may have a
“burn-in” effect in that genes being targeted by miRNAs may resort to endogenous regulation
to avoid expression in the tissue such that to minimize wasteful co-expression. Such effects
have been reported previously as miRNAs and target genes are found to be expressed in mu-
tually exclusive patterns (Stark et al., 2005). “New” miRNAs targeting “new” genes may have
contributed to the establishment of new tissues identities. However, in the course of evolution,
miRNA-mediated regulation may be replaced by endogenous conventional regulatory mecha-
nisms (being burnt-in). The remaining miRNA-mediated regulation thus may just serve as
secondary maintenance regulators.
4.3.4 Targeting of gene families by miRNAs of different conservational levels
Gene duplication offer the raw material for evolution (Ohno, 1970) and is a very important
mechanism for the increase of tissue complexity in evolution (Zhang and Cohn, 2008). We
grouped paralogous human genes into gene families based on paralogous information retrieved
from Ensembl (see Methods for detail). We request each of the gene families to have at least two
gene members with taxa classification and expression information and at least one of the family
members is targeted by some miRNAs. In total, we identified 1515 such gene families covering
3893 genes. The distribution of the sizes of the families is shown in Figure C.3. We further
classed the gene family size into three classes, 1 for having 2 members, 2 for 3-5 members,
and 3 for >5 members. Based on the setting of the gene families, we further analyzed how
miRNA-mediated regulation may differ for gene families of different size, expression pattern
and pattern of patronage (see below), in the context of the null and alternative models.
We first examined several general differences in targeting between family genes (genes in
the 1515 families) and single genes (genes not in the families). It has been reported that
duplicated genes are preferentially regulated by miRNAs (Li et al., 2008). We compared the
average number of targeting miRNAs of single genes and family genes. The result is show
in Figure 4.8A. Family genes have significantly more targeting miRNAs than single genes on
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average, which is in accordance with previous reports (Li et al., 2008). The result can be
explained by the higher cumulative number of tissues with expression for family genes. As is
shown in Figure 4.8B, the cumulative (over all genes in a gene family) number of tissues with
high expression (above 80% for genes over tissues) is significantly higher for family genes than
for single genes. Summarizing the results in Figure 4.8A and B, it is obvious that miRNAs-
mediated regulation contributes to the dispersion of expression of genes in gene families in the
tissues. Indeed, if we examine the ratio of genes under effective miRNA-mediated regulation by
the occurrence of co-expression (see Methods for details), we found that the ratio of family genes
with p-value<0.01 is 0.1577, while the ratio for single genes is only 0.0897. This result showed
that family genes are not only targeted by miRNAs more frequently than single genes, but
they are also more efficiently targeted by miRNAs. Meanwhile, genes in families of different
sizes also have different average number of targeting miRNAs. As is shown in Figure 4.9,
individual genes in larger families tend to be expressed less broadly in tissues, have shorter
3’UTRs and are less likely to be targeted by miRNAs. This suggests that for the large families
of size class 3, regulation of the expression of its members is less influenced by miRNAs but
more by endogenous regulatory mechanisms, in comparison to small gene families. It should
be noted that in the original setting, all the genes are targeted by miRNAs in both the null
and alternative models. What we found here is that family genes (especially in size class 1
and 2) are targeted by more miRNAs than single genes. This suggests a role for miRNAs in
controlling the differentiated expression of family gene in tissues (see the following results of
expression pattern as well), which is in principle supporting the alternative models. Only here
we have to assume a more general null model in which miRNAs regulate any gene totally by
chance.
We further examined the mean number of targeting miRNAs for genes in different taxa
classes and gene families of different sizes. The result is summarized in Figure 4.10. As we
have stated in the case of targeting by miRNAs of different conservational levels, a similar
distribution of number of targeting miRNAs in different taxa classes is expected for the null
model, but not for the alternative model. In Figure 4.10, we found that the oldest (emerged
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early) genes (taxa classes 1 and 2) have a similar pattern as that of the overall pattern, with
genes in family size class 3 having slightly more targeting miRNAs than in the overall case.
However, for the new (emerged late) genes in taxa classes 4 and 5, genes in family size class
3 (and 2 for tax class 5) have substantially fewer targeting miRNAs than genes in family size
class 1. This suggests that, overall, new paralogs in large gene families are less likely to be
under miRNA regulation.
We also examined the mean number of targeting miRNAs for gene families of different
expression patterns. We defined three expression patterns for gene families. A gene family has
expression pattern 1 if its gene members are highly expressed within 6 or less tissues overall.
A gene family has expression pattern 2 if its gene members are highly expressed in > 6 tissues
overall and some of its gene members are also highly expressed in more than 6 tissues. A gene
family has expression pattern 3 if its gene members are highly expressed in > 6 tissues and
none of its gene members are highly expressed in more than 6 tissues. The results of mean
number of targeting miRNAs for genes in families of different expression patterns are shown
in Figure 4.11. Genes in family of expression pattern 3 are found to be targeted by more
miRNAs. These results are in accordance with the alternative model, showing that miRNA-
mediated regulation may play a role in the diversification of expression patterns in the genes
of gene families. Similar to previous result, significant difference is only observed for genes
in taxa class 5, where genes in families with more dispersed expression seems to have more
targeting miRNAs. It should be noted that family sizes and expression patterns are not highly
correlated, as is shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Count of genes in families of different expression patterns and size classes
Expression pattern 1 Expression pattern 2 Expression pattern 3
Size class 1 1102 826 146
Size class 2 651 661 134
Size class 3 148 157 68
With gene families, we further examined the patronage between gene families and miR-
NAs families. The alternative model suggests that targeting between miRNAs and genes is
phylogenetically not random. In the most extreme case, we are expecting to see genes in a
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family being targeted by phylogenetically related miRNAs. Furthermore, newer miRNAs in
the miRNA family are expected to target newer genes in the gene family. We counted the
occurrence of such family patronage between miRNAs and genes, and found 33 such families,
covering 117 genes. The number of families and genes are relatively small compared to 1515
total families covering 3893 genes. Meanwhile, there are also 34 families covering 98 genes in
which newer genes are found to be targeted by older miRNAs. There are also 126 families
with mixed patterns. The small number of occurrence and that existence of approximately the
same number of families with reversed patterns suggest the family patronage found in the 33
families may happen just by chance. We further analyzed the Gene Ontology (GO) categories
(in the molecular function sub graph) that are over-represented by the genes in the 33 families
with the patronage pattern and in the 34 family with reversed patronage pattern. The result is
shown in Figure 4.12, the red nodes are GO categories induced by genes in the 33 families with
patronage patterns and the blue nodes by genes in the 34 families with the reversed patronage
patterns. We can see that the GO categories that are over-represented by these genes are
quite spread out and genes from families with patronage or reversed patronage patterns are
over-represented in many GO entries in common. The results suggest that the gene families
with the patronage pattern are not special in their properties, and the pattern happens in the
family likely just by chance.
In general, the analysis of targeting of gene families by miRNAs reveals several interesting
aspects. First, we found that family genes are not only more likely to be targeted by miRNAs,
but they are usually more efficiently targeted by miRNAs, judging from co-expression of miR-
NAs and target genes. Second, miRNAs that are expressed more dispersed in the tissues are
also more likely to be targeted by miRNAs. Third, genes in extremely larger families tend to
be targeted by less miRNAs, especially if their expression is not dispersed in the tissues.
4.4 Discussion
In this study, we proposed two simplified models of how miRNAs may be involved in
establishing new tissue identity in the evolution of tissue complexity. The null model suggests
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that miRNAs have only secondary maintenance roles in tissue identity, as their expression and
targeting are phylogenetically random. In this sense, miRNAs only contribute to buffer the
expression of target genes in the tissues at a certain range. The alternative model suggests active
roles of miRNAs in tissue identity, as their expression and targeting in the tissues specify the
tissue type. Both models are simplified extremes of the actual situation where more miRNAs,
target gene and tissues are involved and more complicated targeting scheme may involved.
However, both models are based on clear assumptions and useful predictions can be generated
from the models and evaluated with available data.
Our study generally suggested that the alternative model is supported mostly by “new”
genes and “new” miRNAs, especially if the genes are in gene families with dispersed expression.
For the “old” genes, a recurring result we found in this study is that the relative distribution
of the number (or frequency) of targeting miRNAs are almost identical among genes in taxa
classes 1 to 4. This shows that targeting these genes by miRNAs is phylogenetically rather
random, which support the null model. The overall occurrence of targeting is influenced by the
expression broadness of the genes and miRNAs (“older” genes and miRNAs are both found to be
expressed more broadly in tissues). A possible scenario reconciling the results is that miRNAs
may be involved in the initial state of establishing tissue identity, due to their frequent birth
rate and readiness in creating new targets (Lu et al., 2008). However, in the course of evolution,
the expression pattern resulted from miRNA-mediated regulations burnt in such that miRNA-
mediated regulation is gradually replaced by endogenous regulatory mechanisms which is more
economical as the wasteful co-expression of miRNAs and target genes is avoided.
There are several aspects that are not covered in this study, largely due to the lack of data.
First, all the gene expression data are based on adult human tissues. However, some of the
tissues identities are likely established in embryogenesis. There is a good chance that some
miRNAs function in the early stage of embryogenesis, and their effects are not traced by this
study. Second, in this study, we analyzed the genes overall, while only a small portion may
actually be involved in tissue identity. The rest just generates noise for the analysis. A possible
way to define a better subset of genes that are most relevant is by using the Gene Ontology
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system. However, current definition of the GO entries are vague as to the processes of the
establishment of tissue identity. On the other hand, we only have one tissue that is definitely
new, the placenta, and the tissues are viewed as homogeneous as to gene expression. More
detailed expression atlas will certainly improve the power of our analysis.
4.5 Materials and Methods
4.5.1 Definition of gene families
We retrieved the information about orthologous genes from HomoloGene (Sayers et al.,
2010). HomoloGene is a system that contains information about homologs among the genes
of 20 completely sequenced eukaryotic genomes. Due to its narrow definition of gene families,
each of the groups of genes is a de facto cluster of orthologous genes in species. Most of the
groups contain no more than one human homolog. The information of HomoloGene is provided
in the form of a XML file. The information is parsed with Perl using the XML::Twig package
and customized scripts.
We retrieved the information about paralogous human genes from Ensembl (Flicek et al.,
2010) using the BioMart interface (Ensembl Release 56 and Human GRCh37 Build). The
paralogous genes, having protein sequence similarity over 50% to at least one of the paralogs,
are assembled into gene families using the single linkage algorithm (Martinez and Martinez,
2005). In total 2565 gene families are constructed covering 8167 human genes. Each gene in the
families is further labeled for their level of conservation based on the HomoloGene information,
1 for having homologs as far as in invertebrates, 2 in fish, 3 in chicken, 4 in mammals and 5 in
primates.
4.5.2 Gene expression data
Gene expression information is retrieved from GNF Expression Atlas (Su et al., 2004). A
conventional 200 cutoff was applied to the original intensity reading (expression below 200 is
treat as noise). The readings are transformed into logarithms and scale normalized over tissues
based on Yang et al. (2002b).
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We also used the set of gene expression information based on EST counts in UniGene
Wheeler et al. (2007). We used the Entrez ids as the unique identifiers for the genes. In case
multiple UniGenes correspond to one Entrez id, the maximum EST counts in tissues were
used as the expression levels. For each gene, its mean, and percentiles in 45 tissues covered in
UniGene were calculated. We treat a gene with EST count ≥ 3 as being expressed in a tissues
and ≥ 80% percentile as being highly expressed in a tissue.
4.5.3 MiRNA sequence and phylogeny information
MiRNA sequences were retrieved from miRBase (Griffiths-Jones et al., 2008), Release 14.
Basic miRNA family information is available the “miFam” feature from miRBase. The pre-
cursor sequences in each family were aligned using the T-Coffee program (Notredame et al.,
2000) and pairwise sequence distances were parsed for the multiple sequence alignments. Se-
quences that are reciprocally best matches from different genomes were identified as orthologous
miRNAs.
4.5.4 MiRNA target information
We retrieved the miRNA target predictions from TargetScan (version Human 5.1) Fried-
man et al. (2009). TargetScan implements both seed filter and conservation filter to pre-
dicted miRNA target sites. The targets are classified as type 1 (7mer-1a), 2 (7mer-m8), 3
(8mer) and negative (3’ compensatory sites) based on base pairing in the seed region. Site
conservation is evaluated by conserved branch length (Kheradpour et al., 2007) based on
alignment of UTR sequences from 23 vertebrate species. Furthermore, TargetScan provides
a context score for the sites based on 3’ pairing, local AU content and distance from UTR
ends, which essentially measures site accessibility. All these information is retrieved from the
“Conserved_Site_Context_Scores.txt” file from TargetScan.
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4.5.5 miRNA expression profiles
We used the miRNA expression data of the mammalian miRNA expression atlas (Landgraf
et al., 2007), which is one of the most comprehensive miRNA expression profiles available.
The data are based on 256 small RNA libraries from 26 different organ systems and cell types
in human and rodents. In our analysis, we used data from the 12 human tissues where gene
expression data are also available. These tissues are cerebellum, frontal cortex, heart, liver,
prostate, uterus, thyroid, placenta, pancreas, testis, ovary, and pituitary. The readings are
transformed into logarithms and scale normalized over the 12 tissues based on Yang et al.
(2002b).
4.5.6 Measure of effectiveness in miRNA-mediated regulation by the occurrence
of co-expression of genes and miRNAs
We use the occurrence of co-expression of genes and targeting miRNAs as indications of
whether a gene is under effective control by its targeting miRNAs. For each gene with expression
and targeting information, we first count the occurrences (denoted as LH) in the tissues where
the gene is expressed below its mean value (in different tissues) and its targeting miRNAs are
highly expressed (above 95% percentile for all miRNAs in the tissue). Each such co-occurrence
between the gene and one of the targeting miRNA count as one for the LH occurrence. On
the other hand, we also count the HH occurrences where the gene is highly expression in a
tissue (above 80% percentile) and its targeting miRNAs are also highly expressed in the tissue.
Again, each such co-occurrence between the gene and one of the targeting miRNAs count as
one for the HH occurrence. In total, 150,515 occurrence of LH and 79,587 of HH are observed
for all the genes. If we view LH cases as successes of miRNA-mediated regulations, the overall
proportion is 150515/(150515+79587)=0.6541. For each gene, a binomial test is carried out
with p equals 0.6541, LH occurrences as successes and (LH+HH) as total events. We generally
treat genes with p-value < 0.01 from the binomial test (alternative is “greater than”) as being
under effective miRNA regulation.
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4.5.7 Gene Ontology analysis
Gene Ontology (GO) is a controlled vocabulary of terms for describing gene product char-
acteristics (Ashburner et al., 2000). All the GO terms form a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
data structure, which has three sub-graphs including molecular function (MF), biological pro-
cess (BP) and cellular component (CC). Databases, such as the GOA project (Barrell et al.,
2009), annotate genes with the GO terms. When we map a testing set of genes to the GO
graph, a GO entry is visited if a genes is annotated with the GO term. The visit number of a
GO entry is the number of genes that are annotated with the GO term. A sub-graph covering
the GO entries being visited are called to be“induced”. It should be noted that it is implicitly
defined that if a GO term is visited, all its parent terms in the GO graph are also visited. For
a target set of genes, we compare its distribution of visit numbers with the distribution of visit
numbers by the “universe” set (the set of all the genes that are relevant) to identify the GO
terms that are over-represented in the target set by hypergeometric tests (Draghici et al., 2003).
Currently most of the functionality for GO analysis is available from Bioconductor (Gentleman
et al., 2004). In particular, the “GO.db” package contains the GO DAG, the “org.Hs.eg.db”
package contains the annotation for human genes, the “GOstats” package contains functions
for carrying out the hypergeometric test and generating Graphviz graphs (Carey et al., 2005).
We designed customized code to compare the over-represented GO entries in two set of genes
(see Appendix).
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Figure 4.5 Targeting of genes of different taxa classes by miRNAs of different conservational
levels
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Figure 4.6 Histogram of correlation coefficients of expression between human and mouse or-
thologs
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Figure 4.7 Targeting of genes with correlated expression between human and mouse by miR-
NAs of different conservational levels
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Figure 4.8 Differences in number of targeting miRNAs and expression broadness between
single genes and family genes (error bars stand for standard error)
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Figure 4.9 Differences in expression broadness and number of targeting miRNAs among genes
of different family sizes (error bars stand for standard error)
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Figure 4.10 Mean target number for genes in different taxa classes and family size classes
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Figure 4.11 Mean target number for genes in different taxa classes and family expression
patterns
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Figure 4.12 Distribution of over-represented Gene Ontology categories induced by genes in
families with patronage pattern (red nodes), reversed patronage pattern (blue
nodes) or both (green nodes)
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Chapter5. An initial analysis of the evolvability of human microRNAs by
simulated evolution
A paper to be submitted to Molecular Biology and Evolution
Yong Huang and Xun Gu
Partly Modified from the abstract Yong Huang presented in Society of Molecular Biology
and Evolution 2009 annual meeting (SMBE2009)
Yong Huang and Xun Gu
5.1 Abstract
A slowing down in the evolution of miRNA sequences has been observed in studies by us
and others. The underlying mechanisms of this loss of evolvability in miRNAs is not well under-
stood, mainly because the early states in the evolution of most miRNAs are no longer traceable.
In this study, using an alternative “a posteriori” approach, we examined the evolvability of
miRNAs with simulated sequence evolution. Viewing the expression profiles of potential target
genes as the fixed external environment that decides the fitness space of miRNA sequences, we
simulated the evolution of miRNA sequences with an evolutionary algorithm based procedure.
We found that human miRNAs are usually not optimized at having the maximal or minimal
number of target genes. However, mutated miRNA sequences targeting more down-regulated
genes also target more highly expressed genes, and vice versa. On the other hand, based on
Gene Ontology analysis, we found even single substitutions in miRNA sequences (particularly
in the seed region) may cause significant changes in the composition of the target genes. In
general, our results suggest that, while the evolution of miRNA sequences may be pushed by
the ‘selfish’ force to regulate more genes, there is also a selective force against targeting highly
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expressed genes or genes whose expression is vital. These two forces may have reached a balance
in miRNAs and result in the high degree of sequence conservation for miRNAs in evolution.
5.2 Introduction
MicroRNAs are small RNAs encoded in genomes. They were first discovered in C. elegans
(Lee et al., 1993b; Wightman et al., 1993). It was found that the lin-4 gene which regulates
lin-14 and lin-28 to control the timing of larva development in C. elegans encodes a RNA
instead of protein. Subsequently, miRNAs have been found in animals, plants, green algae
and viruses. The public database miRBase (Griffiths-Jones et al., 2008) has miRNAs from
115 species in the current release (Release 14), including 66 from metazoan animals. Over 400
miRNAs are confidently identified in human (Bartel, 2009), representing 1-2% of encoded genes
in the human genome. Animal and plant miRNAs share no homology, and are believed to have
evolved independently (Axtell and Bowman, 2008). MiRNAs have recently been found in the
green algae C. reinhardtii (Molnár et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2007), even though no similarity
was found between these miRNAs and their animal or plant counterparts. No miRNAs are
currently found in yeast and bacteria. It is generally believed that the emergence of miRNAs
in evolution is an on-going process (Hertel et al., 2006).
Some miRNAs are extremely conserved between remotely related species. One extreme ex-
ample is that the precursor sequences of orthologous copies of let-7 are identical between human
and worm. Another example is the homology found between nve-mir-100 from Nematostella
vectensis (Sea anemone) and hsa-mir-99a from human (Wheeler et al., 2009). This pushes
the emergence time of the common ancestor of these miRNAs back to the root of metazoan.
Hsa-mir-99a is also remotely homologous to cel-lin-4(Huang and Gu, 2007a), the first miRNA
identified. However, the underlying mechanism for the high degree of sequence conservation is
not well understood. In particular, it has been shown that only the seed region is essential for
the pairing between miRNAs and targets (Brennecke et al., 2005; Brodersen and Voinnet, 2009;
Lewis et al., 2005), and miRNAs often function as attenuators rather than on-off switches of
target gene expression (Bartel, 2009).
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We found that this is actually a question of the evolvability of miRNAs in the current
genomes. There are several definition of evolvability in the literature (reviewed by Pigliucci
(2008)). Here we take evolvability to mean variability, as is first define by Wagner and Altenberg
(1996). It differs from the traditional view of evolvability as the realized variations in gene
sequences in the population, but views evolvability as the variability of gene sequence based
on the interaction between the gene and the external environment via genotype to phenotype
mapping. Studies have already shown that polymorphism in miRNA sequences is relatively
rare compared to polymorphism in target gene sequences Saunders et al. (2007). However,
little is known about the variability of miRNA sequences, which would be an essential piece of
knowledge for us to understand the mechanisms of miRNA evolution.
In this study, we analyzed the evolvability of human miRNAs. We started from a very
interesting pattern found in the sequence distances and evolutionary rates between orthologous
miRNAs in human, mouse, and fish, which indicates a gradual decreasing substitution rate
for miRNAs in evolution. In order to examine if miRNAs in the current human genome still
have evolvability, we carried out simulated evolution of miRNAs in the fitness space defined
by the expression profiles of target genes. In general, we found there is still plenty of leeway
for human miRNAs to target more (or less) genes with small sequence changes of 1 or 2 bases.
However, our simulated results showed that mutated miRNA sequences targeting more down-
regulated genes will also target more highly expressed genes, and vice versa. On the other
hand, mutation in miRNAs (particularly in the seed region) will also cause a significant change
in the induced Gene Ontology categories. In general, our results suggested that the evolution
of miRNA sequences may be pushed by both the ‘selfish’ force to regulate more target genes
and the selective force to avoid targeting highly expressed genes or genes whose expression is
vital. These two forces may have reached a balance in human miRNAs and result in the high
degree of sequence conservation in miRNAs.
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 Change in substitution rates of miRNAs in evolution
Studies have shown that miRNAs often experience a period of fast evolution after emergence
(Liang and Li, 2009; Lu et al., 2008). On the other hand, miRNA orthologs in remotely related
species are often found to be very conserved in their sequences. This suggests that there might
exist a change in the substitution rates of miRNAs in evolution. We analyzed this by examine
the sequence distances and substitution rates between orthologous miRNAs in human, mouse,
and fish.
We first identified the orthologous miRNA pairs between human and other species, including
M. musculus and D. rerio . Orthologous miRNAs in two species are defined to be mutually
closest in their hairpin sequences in the two species, and have a p-distance no larger than 0.5
(see Methods for details). On the other hand, we also classified human miRNAs into three
conservational categories (I, II, and III) based on the presence of their homologs in metazoan
species (Huang and Gu, 2007a). Human miRNAs in category I are the most conserved, and
human miRNAs in category III are the least conserved (see Methods). We calculated the mean
evolutionary rate for miRNAs in categories I and II, for human-mouse and human-fish orthologs
(category III miRNAs do not have orthologs in fish). The result is summarized in Figure 5.1. It
shows an interesting pattern in the difference in substitution rates between human-mouse and
human-fish, in which the human-mouse rate for the mature sequences is small and close to those
of human-fish but the human-mouse rate for the precursor sequences are almost three times of
those of human-fish. This result is anti-intuitive but can be easily explained by a decreasing in
evolutionary rate of miRNAs in evolution as is assumed in Figure 5.2. It is clear from Figure 5.2
that miRNAs may have a period of time right after emergence that their substitution rates are
high. After the time period, the rates are diminishing to almost 0. As the result, substitution
rate calculated between species that diverged a long time ago will appear to be smaller as it is
averaged by a long period of time where the rate is almost 0. In particular, the period of time
of fast evolution may be longer for the precursor sequence than the mature sequence, resulting
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in the pattern we found in Figure 5.1.
A more interesting observation is the difference in the rates between mature miRNAs cat-
egory I and II for human-mouse and human fish respectively, as is shown in Table 5.1. Similar
pattern is also observed in the hairpin sequences, but not as significant. It should be noted that
the divergence time T between the species is canceled out in the calculation of the t statistic, so
it will not influence the p-value of the t-test. From the table, we can see that the rate difference
between miRNAs in category I and II is more significant in human-fish than in human-mouse.
This actually can also be deduced from the model in Figure 5.2, as the divergence time be-
tween human and fish is more closer to tII (the emergence time of miRNAs in category II)
than the divergence time between human and mouse. Meanwhile, both divergence times are
remote enough from tI (the emergence time of miRNAs in category I). As the result, the rate
difference for category I and II is not as significant in human-mouse than in human-fish.
Table 5.1 Differences in substitution rates (substitution per site per 109 years) between mature
miRNAs in different conservational categories
Species pair Category I Category II p-value (t-test)
Mature human-mouse 0.0530±0.0237 0.1012±0.0246 0.0802
human-fish 0.0340±0.0099 0.0695±0.0080 0.0111
In general, the above results show the existence of diminishing trend in substitution rate
for miRNAs in evolution. This will influence many of the interpretations of the evolution
of miRNAs assuming molecular clock. Meanwhile, it shows that the evolvability of miRNAs
sequences are being lost in evolution, as is exemplified in the let-7 case between human and
worm.
5.3.2 Simulated evolution of miRNAs sequences
A natural question from the above analysis of miRNA evolution is whether the miRNAs in
the current human genome still have evolvability. Here we refer to evolvability as the variability
(Wagner and Altenberg, 1996) of the sequences. We use an “a posteriori” approach to examine
the evolvability of human miRNAs, in which we view the expression profiles of genes as the
fixed environmental factor specifying the fitness space of miRNAs sequences. Different fitness
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Figure 5.1 Differences in substitution rates (substitution per site per 109 years) for human–
mouse and human-fish, for miRNAs in conservational category I and II
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Figure 5.2 Model of decreasing substitution rate in miRNAs in evolution
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functions can be defined. For example, a fitness function may assume co-expression of miRNAs
and target genes to be unfavorable or assume targeting down regulated genes to be beneficial,
as long as the definition of the fitness function is reasonable and worthwhile to be examined.
The other problem is how to explore the fitness space. For a 22 nucleotides long miRNA,
there are
 22
3
 ∗ 4− 1 = 6159 possible ways of mutations with 3 or less substitutions. The
number will be even larger if deletions and insertions are allowed. An examination of the fitness
of a mutant sequence would need to calculate all its target genes and examine the expression
levels of these target genes in all the tissues studied, it is very computationally intensive and
requires a substantial period of time (half an hour on one CPU). An exhaustive search of all
the possible mutated sequences of one miRNA would take weeks. In this regard, we used an
evolutionary algorithm to search the fitness space efficiently. The procedure of the algorithm
is summarized in the flowchart in Figure 5.3. In the procedure, a mutator generates 10 unique
mutated sequences each with one substitution from the original sequence. The fitness of the
mutated sequences is calculated and the two sequences with the highest fitness are chosen for
reproduction. In the reproduction step, the two chosen mutated sequences are recombined at
a random position and generate two offspring sequences. The offspring sequence with higher
fitness is used as the start sequence for the next round (generation). The procedure is run
for five generations and the fitness of all the mutated sequences generated in the process are
recorded. The algorithm is an implementation of the evolutionary algorithm (Goldberg and
Sastry, 2010).
In this study, we examined two fitness functions in 12 tissues where the expression profiles
of both genes and miRNAs are available. Targets of miRNAs are predicted using miRanda
(John et al., 2004) with strict seed matching (see Methods). The first fitness function aims at
having as few as possible “highExp” target genes for a miRNA. We defined “highExp” genes to
have expression levels above the 90% percentiles (top 1/10) among all the genes in a tissue. The
occurrence of “highExp” targets in all the 12 tissues are summed (including repeated counts in
different tissues) and the exponential of the occurrence to the power of -2 is used as the fitness of
the miRNA. The second fitness function aims at having as many as possible “downReg” target
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Figure 5.3 Flowchart of the evolutionary algorithm for exploring the fitness space for a miRNA
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genes. We defined “downReg” genes to be the genes whose expression levels are significantly
(p-value=0.05, t-test) lower in the tissues where the miRNA is expressed than in other tissues.
The occurrence of “downReg” targets in all 12 tissues are summed (including repeated counts
in different tissues). The exponential of the occurrence to the power of 2 is used as the fitness
of the miRNAs. Based on current understanding of the mode of action of miRNAs, targeting
more “highExp” targets is expected to be unfavorable, while targeting more “downReg” targets
is expected to be favorable for the survival of miRNAs in evolution.
The result of simulated evolution for hsa-let-7a with either fitness function are shown in
Figure 5.4. The labels of“simUp” and “simDown” in the figure means evolution towards more
or less target genes. The red dots represent the original sequence, the blue crosses represent
the mutated sequences and the green dots represent the median of the mutated sequences in
each generation. From the result, it is obvious that hsa-let-7a is not optimized in having as
few “highExp” targets as possible or in having as many “downReg” genes as possible. Actually,
within the distance of one substitution, there are mutated sequences with better scores by
either fitness function. Similar results are found in other miRNAs studied (hsa-miR-1, 16, 124,
125b, 150, 186) of various conservational categories as is shown in Figure 5.5. In general, these
results show that there is plenty of leeway for miRNAs to evolve in the fitness space defined by
the expression profiles of genes.
5.3.3 Correlation between the numbers of “highExp” and “downReg” targets for
mutated miRNAs sequences
A natural question from the previous results is how the occurrences (target counts) of
“highExp” and “downReg” targets for each mutated sequence correlate. In this regard, we
carried out an exhaustive calculation of all the possible mutations with one substitution from
the original sequence. Shown in Figure 5.6 is the result for hsa-let-7a. The x-axis is the
logarithm of the occurrence of “highExp” targets (one is added to the occurrence to avoid
logarithm of 0), and the y-axis is the logarithm of the occurrence of “downReg” targets. The
red dot represents the original sequence, the green dots represent mutations in the seed region
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Figure 5.4 Occurrence (target count) in the simulated evolution of hsa-let-7a by different
fitness functions
(Red dot represents the original sequence, blue crosses represent the mutated sequences in each
generation and green dots represent the median among mutated sequences)
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Figure 5.5 Occurrence (target count) in the simulated evolution of other miRNAs (hsa-miR-1,
16, 124, 125b, 150, 186) by different fitness functions
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and the blue dots represents the mutations outside of the seed region. The seed region is
defined as the region from the second base to the eighth base from 5’ end of mature miRNA
(Lewis et al., 2005). The correlation of the occurrences of “highExp” and “downReg” targets
is 0.7875 (p-value<0.001 by t-test) for hsa-let-7a, showing that the mutations that target more
“downReg” targets also tend to target more “highExp” targets. We carried out the principal
component analysis (PCA) for the two dimensional data. As is shown in Figure 5.6, the thicker
line represents the first principle component and the thinner line represents the second principal
component. The axes are shown crossed at the position of the original sequence. The PCA
shows that the first principal component explains 90% of the variance of the data. This is
reflected in the figure, as most of the data points are along the first principal component axis.
In addition, data points to the upper left direction of the original sequence will have more
“downReg” targets and fewer “highExp” targets. However, we find no data points deviated
greatly from the axis of the first principal component in that direction, suggesting the original
sequence is close to be optimal in the combination of “highExp” and “downReg” targets specified
by the first principal component. Similar patterns are observed in other miRNAs studied (hsa-
miR-1, 16, 124, 125b, 150, 186), as is shown in Figure 5.7. One exception is hsa-miR-1, as
many of the mutated sequences are found on the other side of the axis. This is likely due to
the fact that hsa-miR-1 is very specifically involved in muscle development (Chen et al., 2006),
rather than being a general purpose regulator. As the result, the sequence of hsa-miR-1 may
be optimized for muscle related genes. In general, these results suggest a “general” restriction
in miRNA evolution in which mutated sequences targeting more “downReg” genes also target
more “highExp” genes. Our principal component analysis shows that the original sequence of
miRNA has a close to optimal ratio between “downReg” and “highExp” targets.
We further analyzed the differences in Gene Ontology (GO) categories induced by genes
that are targeted by mutated miRNAs (see Methods). The set of GO categories that are
over-represented in a mutated sequence is compared to the set of GO categories that are over-
represented in the original sequence of the miRNA. Shown in Figure 5.8 is the fraction of
the shared GO categories between the original sequences and mutated sequences at different
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Figure 5.6 Principal component analysis of the occurrence of “highExp” and “downReg” tar-
gets for mutations with one substitution of hsa-let-7a
(Red dot represents the original sequence, green dots represent mutations in the seed region,
and blue dots represent mutation outside the seed region. The thicker line represents the first
principal component axis, and the thinner lin represents the second principal component axis)
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Figure 5.7 Principal component analysis of the occurrence of “highExp” and “downReg” tar-
gets for mutations with one substitution of other miRNAs (hsa-miR-1, 16, 124,
125b, 150, 186)
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positions for hsa-let-7a. The result shows that mutations in the seed region change the induced
GO categories almost totally. It results partially from the strict seed pairing requirement in
predicting the targets. However, it also shows that the there is little tolerance in the genome
for such mutations, as mutated miRNAs sequences target almost no genes in the same GO
categories. Similar results are found in other miRNAs (hsa-miR-1, 16, 124, 125b, 150, 186).
The case of hsa-miR-186 is peculiar as its original sequence target few “highExp” genes that
are over-represented in only 2 GO categories, which are not shared by any of its mutated
sequences. In general, these results show that even with a single substitution, the mutated
miRNAs sequences may target a substantially different set of target genes. This difference
is particular strong for mutations in the seed regions. If a mutation causes the changes in
expression of genes that is vital or detrimental in the tissue, it will be unfavorable. In this
regard, the evolution of miRNAs are also influence by the functional restriction of their targets
in the cell. However, the fact that there still exist some mutations that share most of the
GO categories with the original sequence suggests that this functional restriction has to act
together with the “general” restriction to slow down the evolution of miRNA sequences.
5.4 Discussion
In this study, we showed the difference in substitution rates calculated between human-
mouse orthologs and between human-fish orthologs of miRNAs. We found the anti-intuitive
pattern we found in the differences in the substitution rates of precursors and mature sequences
is best explained by the models with the substitution rates slowing down to almost zero in evo-
lution. The model suggests a progressive loss of evolvability in miRNAs in evolution. However,
using fitness function favoring targeting fewer highly expressed genes or more down-regulated
genes by miRNAs, our simulated evolution results showed that there is plenty of lee way for
miRNAs to evolve in either ways. Nevertheless, mutated miRNAs sequences targeting more
down-regulated genes are also found to target more highly expressed genes. Meanwhile, even
single substitution in the miRNA sequences can cause a significant difference in the composition
of target genes from that of the original sequence, particularly if the mutation is in the seed
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region.
These results can be interpreted from the point of viewing miRNAs as “selfish” DNA ele-
ments. Studies have suggested that more conserved miRNAs tend to have higher expression
levels and are expressed in more tissues (Chen and Rajewsky, 2007), and they also tend to tar-
get more genes (generalized from TargetScan data (Friedman and Jones, 2009)). In this regard,
miRNAs act like other “selfish” DNA elements as having evolved to be involved in more cellular
processes to avoid being purged in evolution. However, this selfish force driving miRNAs to
regulate more target genes will sooner or later meet the selective force against the targeting
of highly expressed genes and vital genes by miRNAs. These two forces reach balances in the
miRNAs in current genomes and resulted in almost fixed sequences of miRNAs in evolution.
Many problems still remain to be explored as to the details of the balance in the selfish
and selective forces. For example, what is the relative importance of the selective force against
targeting of highly expressed genes versus the selective force against targeting vital genes,
what is the time needed to reach the balance, and how gene duplication may influence the
balance. The answers to these problems may be different for individual miRNAs. More detailed
expression and targeting information of miRNAs and genes will be need for such analyses.
On the other hand, this study also showed the great potential of miRNAs as a platform for
evolutionary studies. The essence lies in the directness in miRNA-target interaction, which is
easily predictable with fairly high confidence. In contrast, predicting the interaction between
proteins are still very difficult. Exploiting this privilege of miRNAs, new angles may be found
for many proven hard evolutionary problems.
5.5 Materials and Methods
5.5.1 Classification of miRNAs and calculating sequence distances between or-
thologous miRNAs
Sequences of miRNAs were retrieved from miRBase (Griffiths-Jones et al., 2008), Release
14. The phylogenetic distribution of miRNAs is based on the miFam feature from miRBase.
We classified the human miRNAs into three conservational categories based on the presence
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of their orthologs in the metazoan species covered in the miRBase release. The classification
is similar to that described in (Huang and Gu, 2007a). Briefly, human miRNAs conserved in
invertebrates are classified into category I, human miRNAs conserved as remote as in non-
mammalian vertebrates are classified into category II, and human miRNAs conserved only in
mammals are classified into category III. This categorization offers us a basic estimation of the
evolutionary age (time since emergence) of miRNAs.
Orthologous miRNA pairs are identified based on the hairpin sequences. All the hairpin
sequences in a miRNA family defined by miRBase (in the miFam feature) are first aligned
using T-Coffee (Notredame et al., 2000). The p-distances (substitutions per site) between each
pair of hairpin sequences are calculated from the alignment result, with Poisson correction for
multiple substitutions (p = −(ln(1 − d)), where d is the sequence distance). The mutually
closest miRNAs in two species are considered to be orthologous sequences in the two species.
We excluded pairs with p-distance greater than 0.5, which may have resulted from loss of real
orthologs in evolution. Substitution rate between orthologous miRNAs can be calculated as
r = p2T , where T is the divergence time between the two species. T is set as 80 million years
between human and mouse, 310 million years between mammals and bird and 430 million
years between mammals and fish (Wang et al., 1999). Comparison between p-distances is
carried out using Tukey’s HSD (honestly significance differences) test, which is similar to t-test
but maintain a family-wise type I error in case of multiple comparison. We used the R package
http://www.r-project.org for statistical calculations.
5.5.2 Expression data of human miRNAs and genes
The human miRNA expression data was retrieved from mammalian miRNA expression atlas
(Landgraf et al., 2007). There are 172 human tissue and cell types in the data set. However,
only 12 tissues are common with the human gene expression data. They are cerebellum, frontal
cortex, heart, liver, prostate, uterus, thyroid, placenta, pancreas, testis, and ovary pituitary.
For the analysis of target gene repression, the expression data in the 12 common tissues are
used by default. We view a miRNA is expressed in a tissue if its clone count in the tissue is
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greater than 0.
Gene expression information is retrieved from GNF Expression Atlas (Su et al., 2004).
A conventional 200 cutoff was applied to the original intensity reading. The readings are
transformed into logarithms and scale normalized based on Yang et al. (2002b) over the 12
tissues that are common with miRNA expression data.
5.5.3 MiRNA target prediction
MiRNA targets are scanned in the 3’ UTR sequences of human genes. We used the 3’
UTR sequences defined by PacDB (Brockman et al., 2005a). We used the miRanda program
(John et al., 2004) to predict the target sites, with the option of strict seed pairing. As we
are scanning target sites for mutated miRNAs sequences, inter-species conservation filter is not
applied.
5.5.4 Gene ontology analysis
Gene Ontology (GO) (Ashburner et al., 2000) is a controlled vocabulary of attributes of
the genes. Public databases annotate the GO terms to gene entries. For a set of genes, we get
the distribution of visit numbers for each GO term as the following. A directed cyclic graph
(DAG) data structure is initiated to hold the whole GO graph vocabulary whit the additional
capability of storing the number of visits to each GO term. For a gene, all its annotated GO
terms (from GOA (Barrell et al., 2009)) are mapped on to that graph. The GO entries related
to each gene are identified according to the GOA annotation. If a GO term is visited, all its
parent terms in the GO graph will also be visited. The number of visits of each GO term
divided by the number of visits of its category root (“molecular function”, “biological process”,
or “cellular component”) is the fraction of that GO entry in all the visits. For a target set of
genes, we compare its distribution of visit numbers with the distribution of visit numbers by a
genome-wide control set of genes (all human RefSeq sequences with GO annotation) to identify
the GO terms that are over-represented in the target set (Draghici et al., 2003).
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Figure 5.8 The fraction of shared GO entries between original hsa-let-7a and mutated se-
quences
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Figure 5.9 The fraction of shared GO entries for other miRNAs (hsa-1, 16, 124, 125b, 150,
180)
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Chapter6. Summary and future directions
6.1 Summary and future directions
In these studies, we integrated the phylogeny, expression and targeting information of hu-
man miRNAs and their target genes to study the functional role of miRNAs in the cell and
the evolutionary role of miRNAs in species. In summary, our studies have revealed several
important aspects of the evolution of human miRNAs.
First, we found miRNAs of different conservational categories differ significantly in their
expression, targeting and evolution. Although the emergence of miRNAs in evolution is an on-
going process, the time points such emergence happen is not random. Large expansions of the
miRNA repertoire coincide with major speciation events in evolution, such as the emergence of
multicellular organism, vertebrates, mammals, and possibly primates. As the result, a natural
classification of miRNA by their conservational levels can be achieved by simply identifying
the homologs of miRNAs in species. Our studies have shown that miRNAs in more conserved
categories usually have higher expression abundance, are expressed in more tissues and target
more genes. We designed the apparent repression effectiveness (ARE) to measure the epistatic
effect of miRNAs on the expression of their target genes. Our results show that more conserved
miRNAs have significantly higher ARE than less conserved miRNAs. In this respect, the
functional evolution of miRNAs can be viewed as a process of obtaining more and stronger
epistatic control over the target genes.
This leads us to the second important aspects of viewing the miRNAs as a class of “selfish”
DNA elements. It has been shown that some of the miRNAs originate from transposable
elements or processed introns, which are typical selfish DNA elements. Selfish DNA element,
as it is originally defined by Doolittle and Sapienza (1980), are DNA elements whose only
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function is to “survive” in the genome but not necessarily to contribute to phenotypes. In
this regard, miRNAs are perfectly “selfish” in that it evolves to control more target genes to
make themselves less likely being purged in evolution. Viewing from the angle of “selfish”
DNA element makes understanding of the evolution of miRNAs more easily. In the meanwhile,
it also opens up new questions such as how do the organism benefit from the co-evolution
with the miRNAs and how do other regulatory mechanisms interplay with miRNA-mediated
regulations.
These are partially reflected in the third aspect of the “burn-in” effect of miRNA-mediated
regulation. It should be pointed out that, as negative regulators of gene expression, a newly
emerged miRNA faces a very difficult situation. It either target highly expressed genes which
will make it function against the whole existing regulatory systems, or it may act as a sidekick
to reinforce existing expression patterns. Either way, it is not highly favorable selectively. The
way out is in new tissues where instant mechanisms are in need to repress the the expression
of some highly expressed genes. MiRNAs are perfect in this respect, as obtaining a target
site involves only 6-8 nucleotides. This may be the reason why the emergence of new miRNAs
concentrated in the time of major speciation events where more complicate body plans are often
involved. However, it should be noted that miRNA-mediated regulation is wasteful and leaky.
As the result, a“burn-in” process is expected in which miRNA-mediated regulation are replaced
by endogenous regulatory mechanisms that lower the transcript of genes pre-transcriptionally.
A natural outcome of the “burn-in” process is the mutually exclusive expression pattern in
target genes and miRNAs, where the expression of the target genes is deterred in the tissues
where the miRNAs are expressed. This will also contribute to the increase in ARE of miRNAs
in evolution.
Another aspect of miRNAs in evolution is their possible use as the model systems for
evolutionary studies. The essence is the directness in miRNA-target interaction. While it is
generally hard to predict the interaction between proteins by their sequences, such prediction
is much tangible for miRNAs and their target sequences. Exploiting this privilege of miRNAs,
new angles may be found for many proven hard evolutionary problems. We have used this
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property in our study of simulated evolution of miRNAs. Similar studies can be carried out in
areas like epistasis, robustness and so on.
In general, we are just at the beginning of understanding the great potential of miRNAs
in applications and theoretical studies. We have found a few very interesting aspects in the
evolution of miRNAs. They will also be the entry points for subsequent analyses.
6.2 References
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APPENDIX A. Additional material for Chapter 2
A.1 Classification using BLAST
The precursor sequences of miRNAs from the six species were aligned (by BLAST, e=0.1
to include most of the hits) against each other. miRNA pairs with bit score above the bit
score cutoff value where clustered together using a single linkage approach. We tested bit
score cutoff values ranging from 20 to 40, bit by bit. The resulting families were compared to
the miFam families from two aspects. First, we examined the cumulative miRNA differences
between the classification by BLAST (at each cutoff) and the miFam. For a pair of comparable
families, the miRNAs can be partitioned into three parts: A=(in the BLAST family only),
B=(in the miFam family only) and C=(in both families). We defined the miRNA difference
as the size of A minus the size of B. The cumulative miRNA difference is the sum over all
the comparable families. The result is shown in the following Figure A.1. It shows that the
BLAST classifications of the families are very sensitive to the changes in the bit score cutoff,
to the extent that a change of 1-2 bits can cause a vast change in the family compositions. It
also shows that the cumulative miRNA difference between PBC and miFam is smaller than
those by BLAST (54 for PBC, 170 for bit score cutoff 29 and 30, and -78 for bit score cutoff
31 and 32). Second, as the cumulative miRNA difference only examines the general difference
in family sizes between different methods, we also examined the actual family composition of
the well known families (let-7, mir-1, mir-10, mir-17 and mir-124) at bit cutoff values 30 and
31. At bit score cutoff 30, only the mir-124 family was identical to the miFam classification.
Let-7 and mir-1 families were merged together. Mir-10 and mir-17 families were broken up into
smaller groups. At bit score cutoff 31, let-7, mir-1 and mir-124 families were identical to the
miFam classification. Mir-10 and mir-17 were broken up. Besides these families, there was also
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a serious inconsistency in the rest families, including the segregation of many miRNAs with
the same id numbers in different families. These results showed that a fixed bit score cutoff is
inadequate for classifying the miRNA families.
Figure A.1 Classification of miRNAs by sequence distance (BLAST bit score)
A.2 The Best Common Ancestor (BCA)
The Best Common Ancestor (BCA) node for nodes A, B and C, as shown in Figure A.2,
has the best bootstrap value among all the Common Ancestor (CA) nodes for A, B and C. The
“Vote” algorithm decides the reliability of a family based on the boot strap value of the BCA
of the family members in the bootstrap trees.
A.3 Reference families and their sequence identity range
mir-17 family: hsa-mir-17 hsa-mir-18a hsa-mir-18b hsa-mir-20a hsa-mir-20b hsa-mir-93 hsa-
mir- hsa-mir-106a hsa-mir-106b
Sequence identity range in human: 0.588235294117647 - 0.887323943661972 Sequence iden-
tity range in all species: 0.579710144927536 - 0.985915492957746
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Figure A.2 Definition of the Best Common Ancestor (BCA) node
mir-1 family: hsa-mir-1-1 hsa-mir-1-2 hsa-mir-206
Sequence identity range in human: 0.75 - 0.873015873015873 Sequence identity range in all
species: 0.645833333333333 - 0.971830985915493
mir-124 family: hsa-mir-124a-1 hsa-mir-124a-2 hsa-mir-124a-3
Sequence identity range in human: 0.891566265060241 - 0.916666666666667 Sequence iden-
tity range in all species: 0.613861386138614 - 1
let-7 family: hsa-let-7a-1 hsa-let-7a-2 hsa-let-7a-3 hsa-let-7b hsa-let-7c hsa-let-7d hsa-let-7e
hsa-let-7f-1 hsa-let-7f-2 hsa-let-7g hsa-let-7i hsa-mir-98
Sequence identity range in human: 0.609756097560976 - 0.901234567901235 Sequence iden-
tity range in all species: 0.569620253164557 - 1
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A.4 Full list of the families with human member.
The list can be downloaded here http://www.public.iastate.edu/~yhames04/Thesis_
Ch2_Additional_Files.tar.bz2.
A.5 Supporting levels of the families
The information can be downloaded here http://www.public.iastate.edu/~yhames04/
Thesis_Ch2_Additional_Files.tar.bz2.
A.6 Multiple sequence alignments of selected miRNA families
The information can be downloaded here http://www.public.iastate.edu/~yhames04/
Thesis_Ch2_Additional_Files.tar.bz2.
A.7 Classification of new human miRNAs in Release 9.0
The information can be downloaded here http://www.public.iastate.edu/~yhames04/
Thesis_Ch2_Additional_Files.tar.bz2.
A.8 The mir-10, 99, 100, 125 family
The MSA and secondary structures of members in the family is shown in Figure A.3.
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Figure A.3 The mir-10, 99, 100, 125 family
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APPENDIX B. Supplemental materials for Chapter 3
B.1 ARE values for miRNAs in tissues
The list of ARE values for human miRNAs in tissues, and the representative ARE values
for human miRNAs in the tissues where they are most highly expressed can be found in the fol-
lowing link http://www.public.iastate.edu/~yhames04/BCB_Chap3_ARE_values.tar.bz2.
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APPENDIX C. Supplemental materials for Chapter 4
C.1 Several general properties of the TargetScan set of predicted target
genes of miRNAs
First, as shown in Figure C.1, the vast majority of miRNAs have only one predicted target
site on a target gene. The cases where a miRNA has more than 3 sites on a target gene are very
rare. As shown in Figure C.2, the distribution of the number of targets per gene or per miRNA
is quite skewed. Based on the TargetScan data set, each gene has 17.4870 (mean) target sites,
with median at 8 and mode at 2.3563 sites per gene (mean 16.0818, median 8 mode 2.1608
unique targeting miRNAs per gene). Each miRNA targets 280.1570 (mean) unique target
genes, with median at 176 and mode at 107.8960 (mean 304.6370, median 182 and mode at
115.2866 target sites per miRNA).
C.2 Distribution of gene family sizes
C.3 R codes for comparing the over-represented (ora) Gene Ontology
entries visited by two set of genes
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Figure C.1 The distribution of the number of target sites per gene per miRNA
A one-one relationship exists for most of the target genes and miRNAs.
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C) Distribution of target genes per miRNA
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D) Distribution of target sites per miRNA
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Figure C.2 Distribution of the number of targets by gene and by miRNA
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Figure C.3 Distribution of the sizes of the gene families
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Algorithm C.1 Function for generating induced GO graph
get_induced_go_graph <- function (x, ontology="MF", conditional=F) {
require("org.Hs.eg.db"); require("genefilter"); require("GOstats");
require("Rgraphviz"); require("graph"); require("GSEABase");
frame = toTable(org.Hs.egGO)
goframeData = data.frame(frame$go_id, frame$Evidence, frame$gene_id)
goFrame = GOFrame(goframeData, organism = "Homo sapiens")
goAllFrame = GOAllFrame(goFrame)
gsc <- GeneSetCollection(goAllFrame, setType = GOCollection())
universe = Lkeys(org.Hs.egGO)
genes=as.character(x)
params <- GSEAGOHyperGParams(name = "InducedGoGraph",geneSetCollection
= gsc, geneIds = genes, universeGeneIds = universe, ontology =
ontology, pvalueCutoff = 0.05, conditional = conditional,
testDirection = "over")
Over <- hyperGTest(params)
gDag<-goDag(Over)
nDag <- makeNodeAttrs(gDag, shape="ellipse",
label=substr(nodes(gDag), 6, 10))
gGopen <- agopen(gDag, recipEdges="distinct", layoutType="dot",
nodeAttrs=nDag, name="")
hyp <- Over; hyp.go<-summary(hyp, pvalue=1)$GOMFID
hyp.pv<-summary(hyp, pvalue=1)$Pvalue
gGopenP <- gGopen; agnd <- AgNode(gGopenP); pthresh <- 0.05
stopifnot(!any(is.na(hyp.pv)))
for(i in seq(along=agnd)) {
nm <- paste("GO:00", labelText(txtLabel(agnd[[i]])), sep="")
mt <- match(nm, hyp.go)
if(!is.na(mt)) {
agnd[[i]]@fillcolor <-
ifelse(hyp.pv[mt] < pthresh, "#e31a1c", "#edf8fb")
} else { agnd[[i]]@fillcolor <- "white"
agnd[[i]]@txtLabel@labelText <- ""}
}
gGopenP@AgNode <- agnd; return(list(graph=gGopenP, hyp=hyp));
}
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Algorithm C.2 Fuction for displaying two set of ora GO entries in one graph
mergeGoGraph<-function(grf1, grf2) {
require("graph");
nodes1<-nodes(grf1); nodes2<-nodes(grf2);
ng2<-addNode(nodes1[! nodes1 %in% nodes2], grf2)
ng1<-addNode(nodes2[! nodes2 %in% nodes1], grf1)
return(union(ng1,ng2));
}
# show the goentries that are significant in two hyperG tests
mergeGoHyperG<-function(hyp1, hyp2) {
g1<-goDag(hyp1); g2<-goDag(hyp2);
g3<-mergeGoGraph(g1, g2);
nAttr3 <- makeNodeAttrs(g3, shape="ellipse",
label=substr(nodes(g3), 6, 10))
gGopen <- agopen(g3, recipEdges="distinct", layoutType="dot",
nodeAttrs=nAttr3, name="")
hyp1.go<-summary(hyp1, pvalue=1)$GOMFID
hyp1.pv<-summary(hyp1, pvalue=1)$Pvalue
hyp2.go<-summary(hyp2, pvalue=1)$GOMFID
hyp2.pv<-summary(hyp2, pvalue=1)$Pvalue
gGopenP <- gGopen; agnd <- AgNode(gGopenP); pthresh <- 0.05
stopifnot(!any(is.na(hyp1.pv)))
for(i in seq(along=agnd)) {
nm <- name(agnd[[i]]);
mt1 <- match(nm, hyp1.go); mt2 <- match(nm, hyp2.go)
if(!is.na(mt1) & !is.na(mt2) & hyp.pv[mt1] < pthresh
& hyp2.pv[mt2] < pthresh) {
agnd[[i]]@fillcolor <- "#00ff00";
}
else if (!is.na(mt1) & hyp.pv[mt1] < pthresh) {
agnd[[i]]@fillcolor <- "#e31a1c";}
else if (!is.na(mt2) & hyp2.pv[mt2] < pthresh) {
agnd[[i]]@fillcolor <- "#151b8d";}
else { agnd[[i]]@fillcolor <- "white";
agnd[[i]]@txtLabel@labelText <- ""}
}
gGopenP@AgNode <- agnd
return(gGopenP);
}
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APPENDIX D. Supplemental materials for Chapter 5
D.1 Target counts and K estimates for miRNAs
The information about target counts and K estimates can be found at http://www.public.
iastate.edu/~yhames04/mirna_target_count.tar.bz2.
